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irJTHODGCTION
Th« Project
Project 23 of the Agrleoltural Kiperlmcnt Station, Iowa
Stat<» College, entitled "An Investigation of Far™ Building
Iiosses Due to Wind and Fire", is sponsored Jointly by the
lows Mutual Tornado Insurance Association and the Farmers
Mutual Reinsurance Company, The project was established in
1930 when the two associations reouested the Agricultural
Fnglneerlnp Section of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Sta
tion to undertake a study directed towards the prevention
of wind and fire losses through improved building design
and improved construction standards.
The present study will consider only that part of the
project devoted to the prevention of wind losses to farm
buildings. In order to make a comprehensive study of both
structural weaknesses in farm buildings and methods of ellTB-
inating these weaknesses this part of the project has pre
viously been divided into the following 6 fields of investi
gation: (1) aerodynamics, (2) loss statistics, (3) field
observations, (A) structural analysis, (5) laboratory tests,
and (6) building design.
At the present time no actt^l aerodynamic studies have
been raade by persons working on this project. The work that
has been done has primarily consisted of sdaptlnp to farm
buildings results of researches carried on at the National
Bureau of Standards relating to T?lnd pressure against struc
tures.
Statistical studies of wind losses to Iowa farm buildings
have bMn made by Klraer F. Clark (4) and Marvin F. Schweers
(34) for the period 1930 to 1933. A later study ima made in
1947 by Merle I». Bsmay (8) for wind losses to Iowa farm build
ings during the year 1946. All 3 of these studies eraphasleed
the urgent need of wlnd-reslstant construction.
Field observations of buildings destroyed and damaged
by wind have been made by Professor Glese and others of the
Agricultural Engineering Section, This type of study Is par
ticularly beneficial, especially If the "building Is not com-
pletely destroyed, because evidence often remslns as to the
cause of the 8tructixre*s failure. The results obtained from
these observations indicated that many of the losses were
the result of Improper construction.
Considerable study has been nade by structural analysis
methods to determine the roof shapes that have the greatest
stability under wind and dead loads. This phase of study has
been Important since many of the observed losses were attri
buted to failure In some roof member.
In the laboratory, models of barn rafters and trusses
-3-
hsve been tested under slmnlnted live loads so as to gain in-*
formation regarding the strength, rigidity, and points of
«eaknes!> of various designs. In addition tests have been
Bad® on many types of timber framing Joints. The fasteners
used In the joint tests Included nails, bolts, timber con*
neetors, and glues.
The information gained from the first 5 fields of in
vestigation has been used to formulate data upon which to
base recommendations concerning nev building designs and con
struction standards.
The purpose of this Ftudy is to aid In the collection of
data necessary for the intelligent use of glue as a means of
designing vind-reslstant farm structures.
•4.
JtBTIFXCATION OF THF STTJCY
Farm Building Investment
Most of us are aware of the tremendous investments in
the Inrge buildings ooncentr^ted in our cities. Farm build
ings, on the other hand, are oomparatively small structures
and are scattered over the entire country in little groups
on our nearly 6 million farms. Because we cannot see the
whole picture the Investment in fpr^ buildlnfrs appears in
significant; hoT^ever, the combined Vf*lue of these f??rm build
ings amounted to a stnggerlnp flO,405,^35,796 in 19^0 (41).
Such nn Investment In buildings vas nlmost one-third greater
than the total vniup of nil the implements, mnchlnery pnd
livestock on the fprms of the United States for that year.
Of the Indlvldtffil states Iowa ranks first with a total
farm building investment of 5794,901,864» (40). This repre
sents apprcacimately 8 per cent of the total investment for
the entire United States.
The most recent United States Census of Agriculture (42)
shows the sharn increases In the value of all farm rtroperty
that occurred during the war. Although no sepf?rate value -of
farm buildings is shown, by assuralnp thwt they represent the
♦Figures are for 1940.
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sane i>erc©ntag© of total farTR Investment as In 194-0 their
•alue has increased to about 15 billion dollars#
The fact that farm building Investment is so great In
tha United States emphasises their Importance to agricultural
enterprises* This Investment does not Insure, hovever, that
all the buildings are of sound constrnetlon.
tfffjor Structural Banage to Xova
Farm Buildings Due to Wind
The records of the Iowa T^utual Tornado Insurance Associa*
tlon of tes Molnes, loifa, indicate that wind loss claims for
farm buildings hfive av«>raged $296,5^9 for the 7 years covered
by the periods 1930-19?3 and 194-6-1948. The nbov© average
loss represents vlnd damage of all klnds| that is, major strue-
toral falluras, broken glass, ralnt damage, shingles blown
off, etc. The major structural failures, which are (1)
damolltlon, (2) building out of plnnb, (3) building off foun
dation, and (4-) roof off, resulted In an average loss of
>214,175 during the same years. Thus major structural fall*
ores to farm buildings amountet! to approjclmately 72 per cent
of the total average annual building wlnt? loss for the ypars
inentloned. Figure 1 shovs the damage in dollars and the per
cent of total wind damage caused by each type of structural
failure for the years 193^-1933 nnd 194.6-1948.
Of the major structural failures occurring In farm build
ings, demolition accounts for the greatest amiount of damaga
Z 1930
b
U 1947
(d^ (93C
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CL 1932
U. '9^3
O I94e
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FIG. I WIND DAMAGE TO IOWA FARM BUILDINGS
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and loa8« For the years 193^193? snd 1946-19*8» as shown
In Figure 2, demolition amounted to an aversgft of 53.4- per
cent and 43.7 per cent respectively of the total vlnd damage
to farm structures In Iowa, At the same time, referring
again to Figure 2, all types of structural failure, including
demolition, amounted to 80.4 per cent and 66*7 p«r cent
respeotively, Hot only then are major structural failures a
high percentage of the total wind damage, but approocinately
one-half 6f the wind damage results in buildings being d«*
molished or totally destroyed.
Barns, of all the types of farm buildings, account for
the Isrgest percentage of losses by demolition. Considering
all buildings that ^ere demolished, barns made up an avrr^ge
of 63.2 per cent of this loss. Dwellings, on the other hand,
renresent more than half of farn building Investraent (13
but account for an average of only 4,27 per cent of demoli*
tion losses. Qiese (12)* states thatt
For every house demolished by windstorm,
more than 100 barns and other structures
are thus destroyed. This ahovs that the
extra strength and rigidity of the house
make It almost Immune to destruction, at
least by aiythlng short of a tornado. If
barns were built and rep^-^'ired -with equal
care this damage could nlso be grertly
reduced.
The great difference existing between the percentage of bsms
and dwellings demolished by wind Is shown, for a period of
7 years, in Figure 3.
*Quoted from introduction, no pagination.
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As a result of the tremendous use of wood as a substitute
for steel durlnp the last war, engineers hnve become more
familiar with wood as an englneerlnf material (19). Therefore
it Is not likely thnt the use of vood will decline in the
future, Gleslnger (l8,p.l2) statest
We are going to use T^ore *»ood, in an ever-
increflslng variety of forms and applica
tions , because ve have recently made a
substpntlal break-through Into a limitless
frontier that lies beyond the questlom
what is wood? We have not yet rot all the
answers. Mfetlmes of work remain to be
done. But even a brief review of what we
know already will be enough to establish
the fact that wood Is the most nearly uni
versal of all raw materials.
Problems of Wood-Frane Construction
The lack of uniformity of wood's structure nnd its differ
ent resistances to forces applied In various directions to the
grain is a matter for the engineer to consider when using
wood as a structural material, Thilike steel, which is strong
In all direction, wood , is strongest in compresslcm in the
direction of the grain and weakest across the grain. In spite
of varying characterIstlcs though, weight for weight wood Is
one of the strongest of structural materials.
The most critical problem of wood-frame construction is
the matter of fastening structural members. Considering how
long wood has been used as a framing material, it is surpris
ing that information on the strength of wood joints Is so
meager. Glese (1?) wrltesi
•12-
A "building Is no more substantial than
Its weakest joints, and joints . • • the
critical element in farm buildings • • •
have long "been neglected •
Olne as an Aid to Constructing Strong Joints
At this time the only method of fastening vooden members
so as to deyelop their foil strength is by the use of glue.
RailSf screws, bolts and timber connectors cannot develop full
wood strength since none of these fasteners act over the en
tire "bearing f^rea of a joint and fill of them darapge or destroy
part of the wood In their sppllcstlon.
The use of glue Is rapidly Increasing as builders and
architects "become aware of its «dv?;ntages of Increased strength
and rigidity, Keith (22,p,461) advises us thPt;
The art of gluing has wade such strides
recently thst we are apt to see toenall*
Ing, the traditional . . » and poor . . •
method of framing light wood structures^
become obsolete.
Adequate answers regarding glue usage are not available
at the present time on such outstanding considerations as:
the durability of glue under farm conditions; the ability of
glue to resist mold and fungus growths; the strength of glued
joints under variable loading conditions; and the proper
method of field application of glue. These answers must be
finrnlshed before the full posslbllties of glue pre obtained
on the farm.
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REVIEff OF LITKRATTmF
Distinction Betwe^»n Adhesive fin<^ Glue
Adhesive Is a brosd tertr encompnsslnp those materlsls
capable of adhering or sticking to a surface and developing a
permanent bond between that surface and nnother n^terlal (7}»
Glue then is classified as an adhesive, but not nil adhesives
are glue. Popular usage has, however, resulted in the term
"glue" from •'gluere" - weaning to draw together - being ex
tended to include fill solutions of substances exhibiting bind
ing or adhesion (9). Actually, and In the strictest sense,
glue Includes only those substances manufactured from animal
bones, animal tissues, and the bladders and certain menbranes
of fish. The glue product of anlm«l tissues and ^Ish membranes
is a hard substance which possesses the property of absorbing
cold water. The water causes the glue to soften and then
swell. When heat is added the glue becomes soluble in the
absorbed water and will gelatinize after standing and cooling
a short tine.
Gelatlnation is a property of all true glues, bnt many
of the vegetable agglutlnants, which contain starch, will
gelatinize also when treated rlth boiling rater. What dis
tinguishes glue then is that if the jelly Is allowed to dry,
the result Is rractlcally the original hard glue, rhlch in
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torn can sgaln be soaked, heated and pelatlnlz<»d. On the oth^r
hand the vegetable adheslves, protein adheslves, and synthetic
adheslves after drying are dissimilar to their original con
stituents and no amount of so?^klng v*lll ci^use them to again
gelatinize.
To classify under the broad heading of an adhesive a
material must do more than produce n bond betveen tiro materials,
It must produce a permanent bond between then (7). As an
example, vater and paraffin wax will produce a bond vhen they
solidify, but the bond Is temporary and therefore they cannot
classify as adheslves.
Throughout this study the writer will conform to popular
m'actlce and use the terms "adhesive" and "glue" as synony
mous.
Early History of Adheslves
The period when mankind first used adheslves Is a matter
of speculation* It has been established though that animal
glue Is the oldest known type of adhesive; stone cuttings
bear evidence that the Fgyptlans were familiar with it more
than 3^V)0 years ago (46). There Is evidence also th^t adhe
slves made from casein were used at an early date. However,
It was not until I690, In Holland, that the first commercial
glue plant was established (29).
In the United States glue manufacture began In I808,
This was animal glue and It was pot until about 1874 that fish
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clues were produced In conmprclal quantities In this country.
In 1^75 the tTocess of lanlmtlng thln-vood Isyers was Intro
duced which multiplied the dem^^nd for glue many times. With
Incressed demand for flue bepsn the Mstory of the nod^^rn ed-
heslves. Since th«» bprlnnlnp of the twentieth century we
hawe seen new adheslves developed from casein, cnss?*va, albu-
mlB, soybean neal, end only In the lest few years, fron the
new synthetle resins.
Classlflcf^tlon of Adheslves
Tt is possible to classify adbesives from several wiew*
polnts; for eTamtslp, they might be clssslfled according to
cold or warm adheslves, that Is those adheslves recjulrlng
no heat during settlnp tlw or those regulrlnp heat durii^
setting tlmp, Anothrr examt*le *ould be to clesslfy th#"r ss
to particular fields of pppllcatlon. The most conramn classi
fication though Is according to their origin.
Of the m&ny types of adheslves that esay be used for
flolBf wood, the nost widely used rnies my be grouped aeo<Hrd«>
inc to orlfrln es follovst animal glues, vegetable glues,
and synthetie-resln glues (2).
Water-Resistant and Waterproof Adheslves
Casein glue, which Is of pnlrnal orlpln, pnd synthetic
resin glue are the only glues at the present time suitable
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for structtiral rork since the rest of thr animal rlues and
all of the vegetable ^lues sho* little resistance to deteri
oration by moisture nnd eTT>osure.
Casein Is the protein substance of milk. In the mantK
facture of casein glue the casein is precipitated from skia
milk as a cord, which is then thoroughly washed, dried, and
ground so as to pass a 20 mesh or finer screen. To the ca
sein is added hjrdrated lime, sodium hydroxide, and possibly
some other raodlfylnp agrents, deDen<Hng upon the psrtlcular
manufacturer. When water is added to the prepared casein
powder and the 2 thoroughly mixed, the glue 1e ready for use.
Casein glue offers many advantages to the construction
Industry among which arei vat^^r-reslstance, ease of prepara
tion, and ability to set without the apr^licatlon of heat.
In addition casein glue can be mixed and used In any tempera
ture in which men can work,provided the temperature is not
too close to freezing. The workable life of the mixed glue
ranges firom 4 to 8 hours.
Casein glue joints do have the disadvantage of weaken
ing rapidly when exposed to high humidities for any appre
ciable tlm#j and for this reason the glue is not suitable
where the relative humidity will be 90 per cent or higher
(45). Also, since casein Is a protein, the glue Is subjected
to damage and attack by mold and fungus growths. Recently it
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has b«^eT) fonnd though that thff addition of preservetlves such
aa chlorinated phenols and their aodlom salts Improves the
resistance of casein glue to high humidities nnd molds (44).
Synthetic-resIn eluea
In the last few years, especlRlly during the war, there
has been developed a myriad of synthetlc-resln glues iirhose
characteristics vary widely. In general these glues are di
vided Into two groups! thernoplastic and thermosetting. The
thermoplastic group Is valuable In specialized work but of
little value In structural work since they soften whenever
the temperature is raised above a range characteristic for
each resin. Thermosetting resin glues when dry will not
soften even though exposed to tenpfratnres higher th^-n their
setting temppratures.
The thf='rniosetttng group Is divided flccord5ng to compo
sition as folloT^ss Phenol-formnldehydeI Urep-formsldehyde,
Resorclnol-forraaldehyde and Melamlne-formaldehyde (37)» The
Phenol and Welarelne-resln glues are mostly higb-tenperature-
settlng or hot-press glues. This means that they require
temperatures of 212®F or greater to effect their cure and
consequently are not very practical for field use in con
structing farm structures. Urea and Resorclnol-reslns, on
the other hand, are cold-settlnp and will cure at temperatures
of 70® to 75® ? (38). Therefore the latter tfo glues are
better adapted to farr use.
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Rcaorclnol-resln Is the most recent development and
holds the highest promise of th«? group of synthetic-resins
for farrn use because it cures ^t moderate tpr-peratures and
compares closely vflth the tihenols and mf^lamines in durability.
This glue Is marketed as a liquid consisting of a partially
polymerized resin in alcohol or ^'?ater. It must be inliced i^lth
a hardener, generally foroaldehyde or psraforraaldehyde, snd
a filler, walnut-shell flour, prior to use. The glue Is dark
in color and will stain wood.
The synthetle-resln glnes are waterproof, highly resis
tant to cyclic soaking end drying, resistant to protracted
periods of high humidity, and resistant to alternate periods
of high and low hujnldity. They are not attacked by fungus
growths and molds even under high humidity conditions, vhlch
are Ideal for the growth of such micro-organisms.
The greatest disadvantage of this class of adheslves is
their relatively high cost when compared to other types of
adheslvea* The use of flour extenders helps to reduce their
cost, but a preservative must then be used or the glues be
come subject to attack by molds.
Structural Aupllcatlon of Olne to
Farm Buildings
Structural use of glue has been prevalent in Furope since
thf' turn of the century. In the United States, until re
cently, glue has been used chiefly in the T>ap^»r boy, wood
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novelty, and furniture manufacturing Industries. Glue «s a
structtiTfll iBaterlal vas discouraged slnc^* manufacturers and
those ffimlllar with glue felt thpt strong Joints could not be
made unlesp close control of temperature ^»nd pressure ^ere
maintained during the curing period of the glue. Also, before
the advent of the "filler-type glue" ^ of Tihlch cpseln glue Is
one type, it was felt that surfaces to be glued must be per
fectly smooth, a condition which would be difficult to obtain
in field construction.
Since 1930 numerous research projects have been carried on
in the Agricultural ISngineering Section, Iowa Ftate College,
under the direction of Profespor Henry Olese for the express
purpose of determining the T>racticablllty of using glue In the
field to construct strong, wlnd-resistant farra buildings. Much
valuable information has been gained from these m-ojects, vhlch
are sumniarlzed below, that disputes the theory that closely
controlled conditions are necessary for satisfactory glue
joints.
Laminated construction
Laminated construction was originated, prior to World War
I, by Otto Hetser of Weimar, Germany (47). The popularity of
this type of construction spread rapidly throughout the rest
of Furope because of the scarcity of timber large enough for
frame construction. Almost p11 of the lf>mln?ited members used
in Furope are m^de In the shop, few, if any, hovever, being
made at the site.
There is little information on the first use of glue in
structtffal members in this country. Apparently the first
application of glue far tlaber construction was In the gothle-^
roofed barn. Orlglnallyy the i^fters of this type roof ^rare
cot in short segments fron solid tlmher and the segments
joined toget!:wr. Snch practice *as eventually replaced hy
foraslng the rafters from several piles of thin lumber, usual-
1 ITalls T^TG used to hold the plies together, design
specifications requiring from 4 to 8 nails per linear foot of
rafter (4). The rafters built in this manner proved to be
quite inadequate in a short tine, llost of the gothlc roofs
sagged near the center of the rl*^e since the nails vere un
able to withstand the horlsontal shearing stresses occurring
bettreen the plies. Olese (14,p,48) saysi
Wten placed In shear, a nail Joint begins
to yield under a snail load, crushes a few
fibres in the ^djoinli^ surfaces, snd the
nail bends. Even if a sufficient nuEiber
could be applied. "Hithout splitting the
member. a vibrating load would loosen them
and reduce the effectiveness of the joint.
Therefore, T^lth nf»lls, the laninatlons were permitted to slide
over one another with the result that the rafter no longer
acted as a single unit. This slippage between the lamlmtlons
reduced the stiffness of the rafters and they sagged under
load.
After repeated efforts to obtain structural stability
in other ways, Glese (14) conclt^ed that the gothlc rafter
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would offer an excellent test of glue. Furthermore, If the
glue did fell In time the rafters would be no vorse than
those In common use. To construct the rafters casein glue
was applied down the center of each ply covering about half
Its width. Halls furnished the only pressure during the
setting time of the glue. Bending tests made on these rafters
showed that glue, even when applied somewhf^t haphazardly, la
capable of carrying the shearing stresses Involved and that
glued laminated memb#*rs compare fnvorably with solid members.
On the basis of these tests Glese and Clark (l6,p.251) gave
the following conclusion regarding the field application of glue:
The horizontal shearing strength of glue
compares favorably to gluing specifica
tions despite the fact that It was ap
plied to ft little more thsn one-half the
width of the board and thp laminations
were nailed together v*ithout the use of
clamps.
Further tests were made by Martin (25) on short segments
of the rafters 7 years after their original fabrication.
During the 7»year Interval the rafters were stored In an un-
heated shed. The test results showed no deterioration of the
joints and the glue to still be effective In resisting shear.
Since these early tests lamlmtef^ construction has been
used in many Industrial buildings nnd ff?rr buildings. During
the war great qupntities of steel were saved for urgent
military use because lamlnnted beams could be nnde for long
ST>ans for which it vould be Imnosslble to get solid wood beams
(19)* On the advantages of laminated «embers Hanarahan
(19fp#906) says In pnpti
Structural members of a slze^ ehape^ anfl
quality which could never be sawn as
single pieces from the largest and best
threes ever grown are coinmonplace today*
Modern glues, iia strong and durable as
the wood itselfi have made this possible*
An additional advantage of laminated construction is that it
causes nn upgrading of lumber because defects can be retnoved
from the small pieces belnp used to build up a large member#
This was not possible when connectlnj* devices did not develop
the full strength of the vjood.
At the present time lamlnnted beams an6 rafters are nan-
ufaotured and sold under various trade nomesj however^ nsry
small contraetors and farmers have undertaken to construct
their own laminated members right on the job.
Thg xmt
Plckard (30) made a study to determine the strength re-
<?ulrenf^nt3 of the braced-rafter roof and to develop e nore
flnd-reslstant construction. lie Investigated the strength re
lations between gluRd, ring-connected, bolted and nailed Joints.
The results Indicated that glued Joints v!ere the nost effec
tive and nailed Joints the least effective with regard to
strength and rigidity* In studyiz^ coxnrentional designs of
braced rafters he concluded that the bracing saterial was not
being used to the best advantage. Several systems of bracing
were then developed which econoralcnlly utilized the bracing
•^3«»
natorlal and resulted in rafters of grenter strength# In
sora© of th© ncr d<?5i^n3 jjlue ^as used to fahrlcote the Joints
at^ In others^ tlriber connectcxps. FVom his rork Pickard (30j
P»9B) cnne to the follw^ing conclusion regarding constructim
of Joints In the braeed-rafter roof:
Rafters In which casein glue or modern
connectors ^'er® used vith. the nm sys
tem of bracing shoved ultliaste strength
from 2 to ? tlnrs the strength of var
ious conventional designs.
Bftcpus® glued Joints do not slip or yield until alaoat
to the falling pointy Pickard also found that the rafters con-^
structed with glued Joints nppronclied rigid construction.
Elg-ld-franie eonstruction
Rigid-frame construction has long been used to advantage
in steel and relnforced-concrete construction. The vhole pur^
pose of rigid construction Is to reduce bending stresses by
distributing them over a larger portion of the fraroe. With
cowrentlonal frame construction there is little rigidity at
the Joints, conseqi^ntly the Joints act much like a hinge and
carry littlo or none of the bending stresses. If the Joints
are restrained, some of the bending stresses In the members of
the frnme f>re transferred to th© Joints, The resulting re
duction of stresses in the framing merabers allows a reduction
in their size with a corresponding reduction In building cost.
Bice (31) made a study to investigate the advantages of
rlgid«»frame construction In farm buildings. In his study he
analyzed the 3 rafter gaimbral tjsm roof as a 3-hlngefl arch
and as a rigid frame. Both dead and live londs vrore considered
and the results of the tests a cojipartson of th<? bendii^
moments developed in the rigid frnne end the 3-hinged arch.
The rigid fraiae van mde by using gnsset plates which were
glued and nailed at the rafter splices and at the mov floor
line vhere the rafter wan fastened to tha atnd. The 3-hingcd
areh tms deaigned in the same manner except that bolts vere
used in the Joinfes at the mow floor and ct the ridge. Prom
the findings of his snalysea and tests Biee (31fP»7S) advanced
the follo^.-Jing conclusions:
The snalyses of the three rafter cambrel
roof proves that effectiveness in use of
Imber is increased by the use of rigid
fraiae construction. The rafter tests
show the Rdvant?3ges of rigid frame ccaw
struction.
Bice also fotraa that the rigid fraiue elimlnsted the need
ftMT a toace from the plate to the hay mow floor as well as
obstructing braces at the rafter splices. Framing costs were
estimated to be 20*9 P&T eent less than for the standard-
gambrel roof,
A study of the structural requirements of grain storage
buildings was made by Richardson (33 )• In his ^ork he used
glue rnd modern timber connectors to improve the design of
such structures. Ha found that joints raade i^ith glue and
nails had greater resisting strength in most Instances than
the members themselves. In addition the tests emphasised
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the superiority of glue and nails used tor«ther over the
other types of festen#»r3.
Crawford (6) studied and made tests on corn crib sec
tions, tn some of the tests the studs were glued to the sill
and plate. Small wedges, fitted to the plnte end sill and on
th« outside of the studs» prevented the studs from kicking
out. This construction resulted in increased strength
of stvtA Joints. Also Joints aade In this Banner were capable
of carrying resisting moments; where» on the other hond| the
common stud Joints made hy toe-nailing into the sill and
plate caused the studs to behave merely ss supports with no
resisting moTnents at their ends. Gluing studs to sill and
piste results then in corn crib sections of greater rigidity.
Qlued loints In tension
In wood construction it is often desirable to Join thp
end grain of one nwrnber to the side grain of another member^
for exanple, studs to sill and plate. End grain to end grain
is another situation which frequently occurs when long floor
Joists etc. are needed.
Richards (32) using resorcinol-resln glue and Douglas
fir lumber made tension tests on end-grsln to side-grain and
side-grain to side-grnln glued joints and found th«t they
developed greater strengths than the allowable rorklng stress
of the rood in tension perpendicular to the grain. Fnd-graln
to end-grain glued Joints vhen tested In tension developed
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only 14.5 per cent of the working strength of the wood.
However, by trying scarf Joints with dlffer<»nt slopes he vas
able tr> develop the full strength of the *ood. Based on his
results, Richards (32,p.39) concludes thats
Scarf Joints of ls4 or flatter slope will
develop strengths greater than the allow
able vorklnp stress of Douglas fir In
tension parallel to the jrrwln. Scarf
Joints of 1:!^ or steeper slope will not
develop strengths equel to the allowable
working stress.
Sone Factors Affecting the Strength
of Oltted Joints
Specific gravity of the wood
Since modern glues are stronger than wood the strength
of the ??ood becomes the dominant factor In the strength of
glued Joints. Wood strength Is related to specific grnvlty
because It Is an Index of the amount of v-ood substance In a
piece of timber (24). The higher the specific gravity, there-
forei the greater the strength of the wood.
Unfortunately the specific gravity of wood varies
greatlyi even among the same species. S<»De of the variables
canslng variation In the specific gravity of wood are the
amount of sprlngwood and summerwood, the rate of growth of
the tree, the part of the tree from which the wood comes, and
the geographic location of the tree. Because of this varia
tion In ST)eclflc gravity It Is to be expected that Inrge
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•ariatlons In the strength of glued Joints will occur.
Moisture content of the rood
Wood increeses in strength as It dries (43). Therefore,
since the strength of vood Is related to Its moisture content
It is to be expected also that the strength of glued Joints
Is related to the moisture content of the wood. HoeeYerf the
wood should not be too dry for then it Till Absorb too much
moisture from the glue and a vealc Joint vUl result.
According to Truajc (39) the moisture content of vood to
be used for gluing should be as near as possible to the mois
ture content expected In service. This Is becRuse moisture
changes cause warping *»nd checking of the wood, resulting In
stresses that reduce the strength of the joint. Skinner (35)
found that Joints nrnde with Douglas fir lumber vith a mois
ture content of per cent and tested at 22 per cent^ were
approximately 70 per cent as strong as those made from drier
wood. His tests showed though that glued Joints may be made
successfully under field conditions over a wide range In
moisture content of the wood.
Dlm.MlOBal ehaM.g of the wood
Wood Is a hygroscopic m^terlpl which Is always changing
Its moisture content In order to remain In equilibrium with
Its surroundings. This change In moisture content causes a
change In the rood's dimensions. Th® wood shrinks as It dries
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and swells when It picks up moisture. Using ToTiglas fir lum
ber and resorclnol-resln glue, Palmer (28) mnde n study to
determine the effects of expansion, contraction, and warping
of the wood on the strength and durability of flued joints.
He also saved kerfs In half of the joints containing S-lnch
lumber to see if they would reduce the tendency of the wood
to warp. All of the joints were subjected to a cycle of mois
ture contents ranging fr«9 9 to 19 per cent. Palmer (28,p.80)
concluded from his study thats
Dimensional chf>nges of the members of a
glued joint occurring ?»fter the glue
has become hardened are resisted by the
glue line. Thp magnitude of the stress
thus imposed on the plue line varies
directly with the magnitude of the
change In dimension. This stress sub
tracts from the ultlmnte strength of
the joint,
Kerflng members of glued Joints seemed to have llttlp vplue
in minimizing the effect of dimensional changes in the lumber
and was not recommended. Palmer also noted that the unit
strength of glued joints varies with their size and the pre*
sent study is a continuation and eTT^anslon of that premise,
Snrfae. condition of the wood
The ide'^l vrood surface for gluing should be flat and
smooth. For field construction though,It Is not likely thst
the wood will meet such requirements. In order to study the
practloability of glue for farm building construction Skinner
(35) tested glued joints made with unsurfaeed lumber. The
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results Indicated thpt thp shpar strength of such Joints was
from 50 to 70 per cent of the ?he«r strength of Joints made
fron surfaced lumber. In vlev of the above facta» Skinner
(!^5fP«^) reeoBimendss
, , • that If a considerable amount of
glue joint fabrication Is to be under
taken^ surfaced lumber be used or that
rourh lumber be prepared for gluing by
planning.
Maxwell (26) also studied the effects of surface condi
tion of wood on the strength of glued joints. He found thet
planed surfaces resulted in the strongest Joints, followed in
order of strength by sandc^d surfaces, sawn surfaces, burnished
surfaces and combed surfaces.
Assembly time
Assembly time Is the interval between the spreading of
the glue on the wood surfaces and the appllcstlon of pressure
to the joint. The allowable assembly time varies widely
among the different types of glues, but under no clroumstanees
should the glue be allowed to harden before closure is mf^de.
Besides the type of glue, other factors affecting nermisslble
assembly times arei the species of wood, the moisture con
tent of the vood, and the te'-^^nerature at the time of assembly.
The Casein Company of America (3,P.5) suggests two ways
to check assembly time; they arei
1* Just before pressure is applied, uress
a finger onto one of the first areas
spread. If the glue is still moist or
-so-
tacky all the spreed surfaces sre still
In good condition for gluing. If the
glue Is dry and smooth,It has crecured
and will not grip the opr^oslte surface.
2, As pressure Is applied, look for « slight
squeeze-out of a bead along the edges of
the first joint spread. This shoifs the
glue was fluid when pressed.
Application of pressure during setting tlrap of glue
Pressure is necessary during the setting tine of glue
in order to establish a thin, continuous film between the
layers of the vood, force some of the glue Into the pores of
the wood, and hold thp surfaces In close contact until the
glue sets. Too little pressure results in a thick glue line,
a condition thrt Is undesirable regardless of the typ*» of
glue. According to McBaln pnd Hopkins (27,p.88)i
The strength of a joint Is dependent on
the thickness of the adhesive film.
The thinnest films yield the highest
results provided complete contact la
iBslntsined between the surfaces.
Whil« thick glue films are to be avoided if at ell possible,
there are synthetic-resln glues of the "filler-type" that
will mske successful joints with a glue line up to 0.0? inches
in thickness (23). Casein glue, nnother "filler-type", will
also make successful joints vith s thick glue film. However,
with both types, if the glue film Is thick, there will be a
moderate los^ of strength and a tendency to shear in the glue
line.
Bfony of the glue companies recomnidnd pressures
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apprcMclmfttlng 2no pounds per square Inch (during the setting
of glue, A study vas made by Marwell (26) to find out If
pressures well under this ttressure might not be Just as
effective In making sntlsfnctory Joints. He tested Joints
made with pressures ranging from ? to 25^ pounds per square
inch. The results Indicated that the strength of the Joints
Increased only slightly with pressures above 25 pounds per
square Inch.
The liBpractloablllty of obtaining high nressure devices
for making glUf»d Joints in farm building- construction led
Clese snd Henderson (17) to rnkp a study of lor-raressure
casein glued Joints held with 7d bor nails only during the
curing period. Their results Indicated thj=!t glued Joints
utilizing nail pressure were Just as strong as those In which
clamps were used to apply the pressure. The fact that satis
factory glued Joints can be made with nail pressure only
makes it possible to speed up glued construction, slnoe erec*
tlon can take place Inaedlately after assembly of the Joints.
Conntrynan (5) m»de a coi^paratlve study between nall-
and pressure-glued plywood beams. He found that objections
to nailed gluing are that Joint strength Is somewhat erratic
and that, since nail pressures nre lov, If a board Is twisted
or Irregular In thickness an open spot in the glue Joint may
occur. His tests showed that nail-glued beams using both
casein and lov-temper??ture phenolic glue averaged about 87^
per cent »a strong as similar beams made by conventional
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pressur© gluing. Countryman ($,p.626) has the following to say
about the slight reduction In strength of nall-glued Jolntst
This slight relative reduction In strength
aniarently *as not attributable to n weak
er glue bond in the nailed benmS| but was
probably related to the large number of
butt joints and perhaps to a weakening
effect of the closely spaced nails*
The curing period Is the minimum tltne required for the
glue to harden and develop enough strength so thst the pressure
can be removed from the Joint. Iiength of curing period varies
with the type of glue used, the thickness of wood, the moisture
content of the wood, nnd the temperature of the wood.
In the last few years the Introduction of radio-frequency
heating end other methods of rarrid heating have made possible
curing periods as short as 30 seconds. However, the equip*
ment for this type of curing is very expensive and impracti
cal for farm construction.
Giese and Henderson (17) found that casein glued Joints
made of lumber with a moisture content of 7 per cent or less
and cured at 70® F reached marlmum strength In IB hours.
With lumber of 11 per cent moisture content and a curing tem
perature of 50® F, 3 days were reoulred to develop the full
strength of the Joints.
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How Olue Makes Wood Stick Together
It is strange, in view of the fact that nan has been
Qsing fines of various kinds for centuries, that so little vas
known about adhesive action until the 1920's« About that time
scientific articles appeared which clnssified the mejor fac
tors of adhesion as **meehanlcBl adhesion** and "specific adhe-
sion** (29). These two factors still represent the acceptable
theories of adhesion*
Mechanical adhesion
The oldest and most wld«»ly accepted view about the sdhe*
siveness of glue is thPt it finds its way, while still fluid,
Into the cell cavities of the wood through the open ends of
the cut surface, after which it solidifies and cllnchas the
Joint together with literally millions of little tentacles.
The remarkable strength of the Joint is attributed then to
the interlocking of the two solids, wood and glue.
Specific adheaian
I
The fact thftt optically smooth surfnces, which rule out
any mechanical embedding of the glu*», may be mode to Adhere
satisfactorily with certnln types of glue clearly indicates
another type of adhesion, namely specific adhesion. In this
case the glue Is adsorbed by the wood, or in other words,
the surfaces of the wood and glue are held together by the
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molecular Pttractlon ©Tlstlng between them. True specific
adhesion is independent of any protrusion of the glue into
the surfaces being glued together.
When vrood la glued, both meehanleal and {Specific adhesion
take place. The two together result in a Joint that is eon->
slderably stronger than either type by itself.
Durability of Qlued Joints
Because of th» comparatively short time In vhlch glued
corwtructlon has b^en in use in this country, little infornja«
tion is available on the durability of plu?>. Long usage in
Europe though offers sotne tsngible evidence. During the sum
mer of 1936 Wilson (47) visited F^urope end examined some
structures employing laminated construction and varying in
age up to 25 years. The laminated members v«ere carefully
cheeked for evidences of decay, cheeking, opening of glued
joints, deterioration of glue, and change of shape of the
member. Prom such observations Wilson (47,p.95) states*
Lack of examples of members that hflve
failed or have seriously deteriorated
under such eyposure durlnp the third
of a century of the history of this
type of construction precludes any but
optimistic estimates of length of life
and permanence. From exnerlence to
date it seems sf^fe to assume thnt
casein-glurd laminated construction
vill l*^st as long as solid wooden members
of any but the more durable stjecles or
of preservatively treated material.
-35-
Glese and Henderson (17) tested laminated rafters that
hpd be*>n stored for 1"^ years on a concrete floor In an un-
hented bulldln? with r leaky roof. The ranges In temperature
and humidity vhlch these rafters underwent were probably maeh
greater than would have occurred In an actual structure.
When tested, these Joints sheared at a load of 765 pounds per
square Ineh of glue area. It was conoluded from this that
casein-glued Joints have a high degree of durability If pro
tected from the direct action of water.
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OBJT'CTIVES OF THE STUDY
The specific objectives of this stufiy werei
1, To determine the effect of glue area on the strength
of glned Joints.
2. To determine the effect of Joint vidth on the unit
strength of glned Joints with the grain of the Joint nembers
parallel.
To determine the effect of Joint length on the unit
strength of glued Joints *ith the grain of thp Joint members
parallel.
4-, To explain, by qualitative analysis of photo-elsstlc
modelsf the effects of width and length on the unit strength
of glued Joints.
5. To verify the photo-elastic analysis by the use of
6R-4 strain gages on actual glued Joints.
6. To sake a prelininary investigation of glued Joints
under torsion loads.
7. To nake a prelinlnary investigation of the effect of
fatigue stresses on glued Joints.
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THP I!IVKSTIGATTON
The Investigative rork of this study was conducted In
the laboTfttory and consisted of the following series of testsi
(1) tests on Joints with varying glue areas, (2) tests on
photo-elastic models, (3) tests using strain gages on actual
glue joints, (A) tests on glued joints subjected to torsion
losds, and (5) teats on glued Joints subjected to fatigue
stresses.
Tests on Joints With Varying Glue Areas
Bouipment
The equipment necessary for constructing and testing the
Joints In th«^s© tests consisted ofj (1) a construction Jig,
(2) a Tag-Heppenstall moisture meter, (3) a vise for redue*
ing the effects of eccentric loading on the Joints during
testing, (4.) a 60,000 lb. hydraulic testing machine, and (5)
a 300,000 lb. hydraulic testing nschlne.
Mpthod of PTOcedOTft
Selection of woiy^. Tn order to reduce to s minimum the
variation In thf> wood used to construct the Joints for this
Phase of th© study, effort was made to select wood with as
nearly uniform properties as possible. The actual selection
.3B-
of th«* vood was mad« at the lumber /Ftrds from 1-lneh and 2-
Inch klln*drled lumbar. All of tha 1-lnch boards wara rartl*
eal grain of B or better grade. The 2-lneh bosrda vera mostly
from salaet^struotural grada sinea higher grades were unayall*
able In this thlcknesff. Care was takan, however, to select
these 2*lneh boards with the grain vertlenl or nearly vertl*
cel.
The lumber used was Douglns Fir. This ppeclea was
selected because of Its wide a^npllcatlon In structural work
and because of Its property of high strength. Wood of high
strength was necessary If the full strength possibilities of
glued joints were to be studied.
To aYold a wide range In stjeclflc gravity of the lumbar
selaoted, a rough apnroxlmstlon for obtaining uniformity was
made by counting the number of annual growth rings per Inch,
Because of the large amount of lumber necessary, however,
the growth rings varied araonp the Individual boards from
approrlmately 16 to 22 per Inch.
Petermln^tlon of moisture content of wood. Prior to the
construction of the Joints the *^ood was stored In the Etruc-
ture's laboratory of the Agricultural Engineering Building,
Tn this Ifiboratory the temperature nnd humidity variations
were slight and It was felt that the moisture contents of the
various boards would not change radically.
At the time of construction of the joints moisture-con
tent determinations were made on each piece of wood making
-39-
ap a joint assembly. A Tag-Heppenstall ffloiature meter, shown
In Figure 4, was used to determine these moisture contents.
The average of the roolstur© contents so found was 9 por cent
with a inaxlraum variation ?imonp Individual pieces of 2 per cent.
Deterralnrtlon of speciric gravity of wood. In spite of
cpreful selection! the specific gravity of wood Is such a
variable (see pape 26) that it must b^ taken Into account when
comp^^ring the strength of glued Joints. Therefore test spe
cimens ^ere cut from each end and the middle section of every
board. For the l*inch boards these test specimens were 2
inches r 1 inch x A inches. The actual determination of 8pe«
eific gravity was In accordance with A.S.T.M. Standards (1)
except for sise of test specimen. A.S.T.M. Standards reauire
a 2-lnch r 2-inch * 6-lnch test specliren.
All specific gravity determinations were made on an oven-
dry basis. The test specimens were placed In a controlled-
temperature oven at 100® C until they ceased to lose weight.
Then the stiecimens were weighed on a balpnce scale, after which
and while still hot they were IraTneraed In parsffln and Imme
diately withdrawn. Coating with paraffin while the specimens
were hot insured n thin coverage that prevented moisture from
being picked up by the wood. The volumes of the test speci
mens were determined by immersion. A small pan of water was
placed on a 8c@le and the scale balanced. Then a specimen was
placed in the water and forced beneath the surface by a pointed
F
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rod stock Into the wood, the other end of the rod being held
by a ring stand. The scale was apsln balenced snd the number
of gra™® reaulred to bnlance the sc^le has also the volume of
the speclfflpn In centimeters. The specific Rr^vlty of the
specimen then was Its weight In Plr divided by Its volume.
The equipment used to make the specific-gravity tests Is
•homi In Figure 5.
Conatructlon of joints. Details of the Joints constructed
for thia part of the study are given in Figure 7, The widths
and lengths of the joints were varied from 1 to 8 inches in
l»lnch increments. Each width was combined with eaeh length
making ft total of 64- sizes of Joints. For each size of joint
there were ?0 samples making a totf^l of 12B0 joints to be
tested. Figure 6 shows the eytremes In sizes of Joints tested.
Fxcent for the Inrger Joints all of the 1-lnch and 2-lnch
members of each group of joints wi>re cut from single lengths
of 1-lnch and 2-lnch stock so ps to reduce the varlf^tlon of
wood within a group. A table saw was used to saw all of the
lumber in order to insure square cuts.
The type of glue used was Casco Orade A, Casein glue.
This glue nay be mixed by volume measure or by weight measure
of the glue powder end water. In this case the glue was
mired by weight measure, 1 lb of glue powder to 2 lbs. of
water. By dolnp this a more uniform glue was produced from
batch to batch since volum© measure of the powder Is likely
to vary as a result of bulking. Mixing of th#» glue was
.42.
Fig. 5, Equipment for Making
Specific-Gravity Tests.
W
Fig. 6. Range In Size of Joints
Tested.
4d COMMON NAILS
ONE PER 5 Sa IN.
GLUE AREA.
DOUGLAS FIR
LUMBER, S4S
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p
TOTAL GLUE ARKA
= 2(L XW),
L VARIES FROM
1" TO 8"
W VARIES FROM
I''-'TO 8"
F1G7 DETAILS OF JOINTS USED FOR TESTING EFFECT
OF JOINT SIZES ON UNIT STRENGTH.
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accomplished by pouring the powder slovly Into the water and
besting thp mlrturf* ranldly with s wooden padflle. The glue
was then allowed to set for 15 minutes pfter wMch It ^as
again beaten until snooth and free of lumns.
The glue was ?»pplled to thf^ wood with a stlff-brlstled
point brush and the Joint assembled Immedl.^tely using the Jig
shown in Figure 4, The grain of the sBembers of all Joints
were placed parallel. Pressure was applied to the glue line
by 4d bo* nails, 1 for each 5 square inches of glue area.
These nails were not withdrawn when the Joints were tested.
Wo special equipment was used In the construction of
these Joints. The only precautions taken were to spread the
glue as uniformly as possible over the press In contact and
to keep the Joints square for testing purposes, otherwise
construction simulated field conditions.
Curing of loints. The Joints v^ere cured in the Struc
ture's laboratory of the Agricultural Fnglneerlng Building
for a period of 13 days. Ifygro-therraograph readings taken
in the laboratory for an interval of 2 weeks showed a oiaxl*
mum variation in temperature of 14 degrees ^nd a maiclmuffl
variation in humidity of 18 per cent. Random moisture read-
Ings made on the Joints prior to testing, however, showed no
appreciable changes In moisture content of the wood.
Number of .joints. Indlvldunl Joints were designated
by a number consisting of 3 digits. The 1st digit repre
sented the vJldth of the Joint in Inches; the 2nd digit the
length of the glue line In Inches; and the 3rd, separated
-45-
fron th« 1st two by a d«8h| th« sanple number which ranged
from 1 to 20 for each group of joints. For example, the Joint
designated 5'7-7 ''«« the 7th joint of a group with a width
of 5 Inches end a glue lln# length of 7 Inches, The true
length of a joint was always 2 Inches gr#»ater than Indicated
by the 2nd digit becnuse nf the 1-lneh extensions of the wood
at top and bottom of the Joint,
Testing of joints. The smaller Joints were londed to
failure in a Southwark-Emery testing machine having a capacity
of 60,000 lbs. For the larger joints a Southwark-Fnery test*
Ing machine of ?00,000 lb, capacity was used. These two
mehlnes are shown In Figures 8 and 9*
Load was applied to all joints as shown In Figure 10 and
at a rate of approgrlnuitely 20,000 lbs, per minute. The tenden«
cy of the joints to spread due to the eccentric loading was
resisted by the vise shown In the aforenif^ntloned Figure and
in detail In Figure 11, It was felt thp»t offering resistance
to spreading of th^ Joints under lo^d vould result in a
closer proTlmatlon to actupl spliced Joints in which the out
side splice plates rould be restrained over their entire
area.
During the testing of these joints complete failure was
considered only when the joints refused to carry additional
load. This procedure was followed because In many oases par
tial failure of the joints occurred at loads somewtet below
-46-
Fig. 8. 60,000 lb, Southvrark-
Emery Testing Machine,
Fig. 9» 300,000 lb. Southwark-
Emery Testing Machine,
-47-
Fig. 10. Testing Joint to Failure
Fig, 11, Testing Vise Used to Re
sist Spreading of Joints,
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th«ir final maxiiaum strength.
' Tests on Photo-Flastle Models
Brief dtsf^tiasion of the priqnipla of T>hotO"elasticlty
Stress Analysis by photo—elastlclty Is partlculerly
attractive since It gives sn itmnedlate and tsngible picture
of the stress distribution In the model being Investigated.
The basic Tjrinciple underlying photo-elasticity is the proper
ty of certain tr?*nsparent roaterisls to bp double refractive
when under stress. If polarized light is jessed through such
a material, the light is broken up into 2 components which
emerge as waves polarised in directions at right angles to one
another. These waves also coincide with the planes of the
principal stresses in the material. The velocity of the light
through the model is a function of the intensity of the prin
cipal stresses. When double refraction occurs, one of the waves
emerging from the model tiaspes through the material slower
than the other. Thus to the right of the ?tnalyzer disk, as
indicated in Figure 12, there are 2 waves polarized st right
angles to each other and with a certain relative retardation
between them. It is seldom thflt the otIs of the analyzer disk
coincides with the axis of the waves emerging from the model.
Consequently, the 2 «aves after passing the analyzer disk pre
polarised in the same plane. Because of the retardation be
tween the waves interference bands are produced that may be
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Interpreted as stresses. In most Instances the interference
pattern from the analyser disk is recordetl on a photographic
plate (see Flgore 12) for later study. The stress conditions
indleatod ^7 tests on a photo-elastic r.odel are generally
identical to the conditions existing in a full sized unit
under a slrallfir load.
For a coisTjlete treatment on the theory and nreotlce of
Dhoto-elastlclty the reader is referred to texts by Hendry
(21), Filon (10), and Frocht (11).
Foulpment used
The equipment used for the photo-elastic tests consisted
of a polarIscope, a testing frame for loading the rnodels, and
a camera for recording the photo-elastic stress patterns. The
component parts of the Dolarlscope weret a monochromotic
light source, a condensing lens, two polarizing plates, and
two mica quarter-wave plates. The details of the polariscope
and the loading freme nre shown in Figure 13.
Method of procedure
Preparation of The models tested were made from
a photo-elPstic material known as Columbia Resin, CR-39. Chem
ically termed, CR-39 is alTyl dlglycol csrbonste pnd belongs
to the thermosettlng class of synthetic resins. The materiel
is arallable In sheets of Tarlous thicknesses, sheets 1/4—Inch
thick being chosen for this study*
-51-
Fig, 13- Polflrlzlng Instrument With Model in Place for
Testing.
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A total of 4 models vere made for these tests« The 1st
3 models nere made to » scali* of 1/3 Inch equals 1 Inch. These
were scale models of pctusl Joints T^lth a glue line length of
2 IncheSf 5 liwhes, and 7 Inches respectlyely. Larger inodels
vere not possible beoaose of limitations in size of the polari-
•eope lenses. The entire photo-elastic study vas limited to
2-dlmenslonsl models becanfte of the extreme teehnleal and
equipment problems Involved In 3-difflenslonal rork.
Producing models that were free of stresses was an ex
tremely difficult task. Many models were mn6e before 3 were
produced that were satlsfnctory* Attempts to cut models us
ing a milling machine and a cutter grinder were unsuccessful
because of the heat stresses introduced by the machining.
Efforts to remove these machining streseies by annealing were
useless. In addition, because of the extreme brittleness of
Cll-39 trouble was encountered in preventing chipping of the
edges of the models*
Stress-free models were finally made by marking off the
models on a specimen sheet. A coping saw was used to rough
out the models to within 1/8 Inch of the scribe marks. Tem-
plAtes, made from 1/8-lnch mild-steel sheet, were then
clamped to both sides of the models nnd the models brought
to dimension by filing with a fine flat-bastard file. These
models were made In 1 piece, consequently they represented
the conditions of a perfect glue joint.
For the fourth model, strips of CR«39 were out to scale
-53-
end glued together. The glue used In this c^se ifas made by
dissolving •'I.uclte"^ in ethyl «cetate. The latter model was
made In order to observe an actual glue line under polarised
light.
Details of the photo^elastie models are illustrated in
Figure 14,
Testing of aodels. The models were tested by placing
them in the loading frame of the polariscope as shown in
Figure 13. A metal bearing platft, 3/4-lnch long, 1/2-lneh
vide, and 1/4-lnch thick, was placed on top of the models to
insure uniform load distribution. Load was applied to the
models by mesns of weights placed on the small plstform
attached to the end of the loading beam. For study purposes
pictures were taken of the photo^elnstic patterns set up in
each of the models by different loadings and angular posi
tions of the analyzer disk. I^rticulor attention was paid
to obtaining data on the stress conditions along the imagin
ary glu« line.
gQUlpment
Tests Using Strain Gages on
Actual Glue Joints
The necessary equipment for the strain gage tests on
glued Joints consisted of a SK-4 Type K Portable Strain Indi-
cator snd a 6.channel Sll-4 Bridge Balance Unit. This
MODELS
MADE IN
ONE PIECE
n>
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IV*
MODELS MADE FROM SHEET OF COLUMBIA RESIN CR-39
FIG.I4 DETAILS OF PHOTO-ELASTIC MODELS
5
/-MODEL
^ MADE IN
ONE PIECE
MODEL
MADE FROM
THREE PIECES
GLUED ALONG
THESE LINES
WITH A GLUE
MADE FROM
LUCITE
DISSOLVED
IN ETHYL
ACETATE.
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•qulpment la shown in Figure 15.
Method of tflpocedure
Placement of strain gages on 1ointB> SR~4 type A--1
•train gages were used in these tests. Before placement of
the strain gages the wood surfaces were sanded smooth and
then treated with Baldwin's pre-coat cem*?nt» After the pre-
coct cement had been allowed to dry for 15 s^lnutes n liberal
coat of SR<»4 cement vas applied to the surfaces where strain
gages were to be placed. The gages were then pressed against
the surfnces until the ercess cement was squeezed out. Small
1 lb, weights were pieced on the gages for a period of 24-
hours while the cement dried. Solid, No, IS copper wires
were attached to the leads of the strain gages by soldering.
The leakage reslstanee between the lend wires and the ground
vas measured by a megger and In all cases was greater than
50 megohms, which was In accordflnce with specifications stated
by the Baldwin Locomotive Works for SR-4 strain gages.
Placement of gages was made right on and along the length
of the glue line In the nenner shown in Figure 15* The gages
were located so that strnln readings could be taken at the
following points measured do^n from the top of the glue llnei
3/A Inch, 2 3/4 inches, 4- Inches, 5 1/^ Inches, and 7 1/4
inches. On two of the joints tested gages were placed on the
longitudinal center line of the 1-inch and 2-lnoh members la
order to find out the magnitude and distribution of
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comprenslv# strains In these mei?tbors« These gages were lo
cated so that readings were obtained at the top, middle, and
bottom of the meTcbers,
A tempereture-compensatlng gage was mounted on a 2<-lnoh
X 2-lnch X 6-Inch piece of Douglas Fir and the lead wires
from this gage hooked Into the circuit of the 6-ehannel SR-4
Bridge Balance unit. In this manner 1 eompensatlng gage
served all of the active gages.
Testing of jlolnts. The joints were tested in the same
aanner as mentioned previously under "Tests on Joints With
Varying Glue Areas", e*cept that loading was Interrupted at
JOTKVlb, intervals for purposes of making str^^in r«»cordlng8.
A total of 8 joints were tested with str?iln readings being
taken up to failure of the Joints.
Teats on Qlued Joints Subjected
to Torsion Loads
f;qwlpaieniif
The testing apparatus for the torsion load tests con*
slsted of n deflectometer, a Buffalo Scale, and a variable
speed winch. This equipment was set up for testing as shown
in Flpure 16, The deflectometer, shown In detail In Figure
17, was designed by A, 0. Rnzen (20) for measnrlns the de
flection of fence posts.
-58-
S
Fig. 16. Testing Apparatus for Torsion
Load Tests.
V
Fig. 17. Deflectometer.
-59-
Mcthod af nrooadtira
Conatractlon of .lolnta. Th« joints for torsion loed
t«at« were cr*n«truet«d from 3-inch t 10-inch and 2-inch r
6-lneh Wo, 1 Coraraon Douglas Fir luraber. Self^ction of the
above sized lumber was made so that the Joints tested would
b<» similar to the cowron Joist to stud Joints occurring in
most barns. The 2-lnch t 6-lnch material was used to slmu-
l;ste a stud member and thff ?-inch r 10-lnch laaterlaly a floor
Joist. Both the stud member and the Joist member were 54
inches In length. The 2 lengths were Joined at right angles
12 inches from one end of the 2-inch * 6-inch piece as shown
in Figure 18, A total of 25 Joints were constructed. Joints
1 through 5 were nailed only, using eight lOd nails. Joints
6 through 10 were nailed also, but vlth the ^>ddltlon of a
2-pieoe 2-Inch x 6-inch knee brace. Joints 11 through 14
were nailed and glued using sly lOd nails to apnly pressure
to the glue line. The fifteenth Joint was nailed and glued
using thirty-one lOd nails for pr^^ssure appllcstion. The
Ifltter five Joints each had a glue j^rea of 50*5 square inches.
Joints 16 through 20 were knee-braced glued and nailed Joints*
Total glue area of each of these Joints was 224,2 square
Inches. The remaining 5 Joints were glued and bolted | 3 made
with four i^lzwh bolts and 2 with two i-inch bolts,
Oeneral details of the braced and non-braced Joints are
shown in Figure 18.
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All of the glued Joints were made with Cnsco Grade A,
Casein glue. The glue was mixed and spread on the vood sur*
faces as described previously. Joint assemblies vers mad*
ImBedlately after application of the glue.
Curing of joints > The Joints cured »t room temper-
atnre for a period of 30 days prior to testing.
Testing of loints. Testing of the Joints was aceomplished
by first clamping the stufl members to a horizontal track made
up of 2 steel anirles, 2 inches x 2 1/2 Inches, bolted together
bacV to back, Thf stud was not restrained over Its entire
length but only at points 4 inches from each end. At the
points of restraint a steel plate was placed under the track
and another one over the stud. These plates, which were 1/2
Inch X 3 1/2 inches x B inches, were then tightened against
the stud and track by 2 bolts 8 inches in length and 1/2
inch In diameter.
Loads were applied to the Joist member of the Joints by
means of a i-lnch steel cable connected to a Buffalo scale
and a variable speed winch. The point of application of the
loads was 46 Inches from the center of the glue area, as
shown In Figure 13, The procedure for loading the Joints
consisted of applying loads In Increments of 100 lbs. until
failure started, at which time loads were ppplled in smpller
increments to Insure an accurate determination of the loads
at which failures occurred. Deflection of the Joist at a
point 40,5 inches above the center of the glue area was
-62-
seasnred for each 100-lb« Increment of load by means of the
defleetometer. This instrunant made permanent and direct
recordings of deflection on the data sheet attached to the
recording board• The recording board with a data sheet in
place may be seen in Figure 17. After the Joints failed, a
load was again applied to the Joist to deterraine if the
Joints would still carry some load.
Tests on Glued Joints Subjc^cted
to Fatigue Stresses
Equipment used
A fatigue-testing machine providing completely reversed
shearing stresses to the glue area of the Joints was used in
these tests* The construction of this machine is described
below. A Buffalo scale was used to load each Joint statically
after the completion of the fatigue cycles.
Method of procedure
Construction of iolnta. The Joints tested In fatigue
were Identical to the non-braced Fluf»d an<^ nailed Joints used
in the torsion teats with one exception, instead of six lOd
nails only 5 were used to apply pressure to the glue line*
All Joints were cured at room temperature for a minimum of
7 days.
Construction of fatigue-tasting machine. The fatigue-
-63-
testlng machine la Illustrated In Figure 19. Th# frame of ths
naohltw vas mnde from an 8«lneh ivld«»flanged steel beam 16
feet In length. A 6-foot length vas eat from this beam and
velded In an upright position to the top flange of the 10-
foot section* To Increase rigidity a dlagon?^! brace vas
welded to the flanges of both sections of the frame.
A 12tl reduction gear was mounted on the horlzontnl mem
ber of the frnme as shown In Figure 19. Power was supplied
to this reduction gear by means of a V-belt connected to a 1
hp., 110 volt, single-phase motor. By the use of suitable
sized sheaves on the motor and reduction gear, a greater re
duction In revolutions per minute was obtained than with the
reduction gear alone. Thus the rated 1760 revolutions per
minute of the motor was reduced to 47 revolutions per minute at
the output shaft of the reduction gear.
A crank and connecting rod were mounted on the output
shaft of the reduction irenr. The connecting rod was pin con
nected to a collar iphlch fitted over the Joist or cantilever
member of the Joint. A close-up of the reduction gear, the
cranV, and linkage assembly Is shown in Figure 20, Set screws
in the side and end pieces of the collar nermltted centering
adjustments to be made for slight dlscremncles between Indi
vidual Joints.
Preliminary static tests on the Joints Indicated that
loads of 400 lbs. and 1000 lbs. resulted In deflections at
the point of load application of approximately 0.125 Inches
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-
Fig. 20, Reduction Gear, Crank, and Linkage
Assembly of Fatigue-Testing Machine
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and 0,375 inches respectively. These loads were apwlled at a
distance of 46 Inches from the center of the glue area. Be
cause of the varying elasticity of wood the deflections re»
suiting froi!i these loeds differed somewhat between Joints,
hut the ahove deflections were selected and used throughout
the fstigue tests Tsade In this study. Therefore, two cranks,
1 with an eccentricity of 0.125 Inches pnd the other rlth an
eccentricity of 0,375 Inches, were constructed so ns to be
interchangeable on the output shaft of the reduction gear.
Lubrication of the crank and connecting rod was provided by
oil being centrlfugally forced from an oil-filled hollow In
the crank through ssall openings leading to the bearing sur
faces.
The Joints were held in place for testing by a 44-lneh
cover plate that was tightened against the stud menber of
the Joint by means of -J^inch bolts welded to the flange of the
upright portion of the frame. This cover plate was 5/5 inch
In thickness and 6 Inches in vldth, A 5/8-inch x 1 1/4-lnch
stlffener was welded along the length of the plate to prevent
its bending during testing. The plate was notched to fit
around the 2-lnch r 10-inch Joist.
Testing of joints> A total of 14 Joints were subjected
to completely reversed fatigue stresses. This means that the
extreme fibres of the oantilever members of the Joints were
subjected alternately to equal compresslve and tensile
stresses and the glue area to equal reversals of shear stresses.
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The Joints were divided Into two groups A and B of
5 joints snd 9 Joints respectively.
Group A was tested using the crf?nk with an eccentricity
of 0.375 Inches and the letter, Group by using the crank
having an eccentricity of 0,125 Inches.
The joints were set up for testing as shown In Figure
19. All Joints In Group A failed lamedletely upon starting
the testing wachlne. The Joints of Group B were subjected
to p mlnlmun of 25^,000 cycles at a rate of ^7 cycles per
minute. At the completion of the fptlgne cycles the joints
of Group B were loaded statlcslly uslnp the Buffalo Scale
shown In Figure 19, In order to cscertaln the ?5blllty of the
joints to still carry load.
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Joints With Varying Olu# Areas
Qaneral
Tha results of the tests on Joints Tilth varying glue
areas are given In the Tsbl^s located 5n the Appendix,
Types of iolnt fpllurea
Host of th«» Joints failed In a plane nlong the glue line
as shown In Figure 21. Others fslled by the 1-lnch members
shearing In a plane adjacent and parallel to the glue line as
Illustrated In Figure 22, Those Joints falling along the glue
lines showed varying anounts of vood and glue failure. For
eirample, Figure 23 shows 2 Joints with about SO oer cent glue
failure while Figure 24 shows 2 Joints with very high opr-
centages of wood failure. Many of the Inrger Joints, howeveri
failed In one or wore of the ways discusiited below.
Failure of l^lneh members bv compression. This type of
failure Is shown In Figure 25. Notice thnt fnllure of this
type always occurred '"cross the 1-lnch members at a point
adjacent to the bottom of the glue line. This Is a definite
Indication of the rigidity of glued constructloni since If
the pieces slipped, failure In compression would not have
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Flg. 21, Typical Failure of Joints
With Small Glue Area.
Fig. 22, Shear Failures of 1-inch
Members of Glued Joints.
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Fig. 23, Joints Showing High Per
centage of Glue Failure,
Fig. 24. Joints Showing High Per
centage of Wood Failure
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Fig, 25- Failure of 1-inch Members
by Compression
Fig. 26, Failure of 2-lnch Members
by Compression.
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occurred. In general the line of failure slants slightly up
ward towards the outside of the l*lneh pleees indicating that
rigidity decreased away from the glue line which In turn per-
Bltted compresslve failure to occur higher up In the member.
Failure of g-lnch menftier bv compresalnn. Failure of
this type Is shown In Figure 26, Note that failure was simi
lar to the 1-lneh failures in thwt the 2-lnch members filled
approximately ndjscent to the beginning of the glue line.
Since the cross-sectional Prea of thp 2-lnch piece was approxl-
HPtely th<=» samf" as the totnl cross-sectional area of the 1-
Inch pieces, comoresslve failure of the 2-lnch piece In one
Instance nnd the 1-lnch pieces In another Is explained by
variations In wood strength. In one case the 2-lnch members
were weaker and thus failed In QomT>resslon and vice versa for
the 1-lnch members.
According to Marfcwardt (24), the maTlmum compresslve
strength of Douglss Fir ranges from 6o6o psl to 7420 psl. A
check of the compresslve stresses In 1-lnch and 2-lnch
members of group 97 gave an average compr^'sslve stress In
these members of 6510 psl, thus accounting for the high per
centage of compr«sslve failures In this group.
of 2-lnch member bv spl^ttjpg. Examples of this
type of failure are shown In Figure 27. Such failure was
caused by the tendency of the Joints to spread under load,
consequently, tensile stresses occurred across the bottom of
the 2-lnch oenbers resulting In cleavage of th '^^ se members at
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Fip, 27. Fa31ure of 2-lnch Members
by Splitting,
Fig. 28, Actual Spliced Joint Show-
ing 2-lnch Members that
Split Under Load,
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rlght angles to the tensile stresses.
It was felt thet splitting of the 2-lnch t)ieee might not
oeonr in aotnal splioed Joints. To eheok this type of failure
several splioed Joints were made ai^ tested. Figure 28 shows
one of these Joints after testing. It can readily be seen
that the 2-inch members split In a manner identical to that
oeourring In the Joint specimens used in this study.
Corrections for variations in specific gravity of vood
For comparative purposes It was necessary to make strength
corrections to each group of Joints so that all groups could
be considered as having been constructed from 11006 of the
same strength* The variation of the strength of wood in re*
lation to its specific gravity is given by the following e-
quatlon (24)t
S s Ko3/2
Wheret
S s the unit strength of the specimen
K 5 a constant varying with species
0 Z the specific gravity of the specimen
Corrections were made on th#» nveragp unit strengths of the
Joints by widths. For eynmnle, the correction factor for 1-
inch wide Joints was based on the av#>rage sneclflc gravity of
wood 8fimr)les taken from Joints ranging from 1 Inch in width
and 1 inch in length to 1 inch In width and 8 inches in
length. A value of unity was assigned as the correotlon fsc*
tor for the Joints 8 inches wide since the average specific
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gravity of thes® Joints was th^ lowest* The correction fac
tors for joints of other rldths were found th^n "by dividing
the average specific gravity of the joints of each width by
the average specific gravity of the joints 8 Inches wide
and raising the resulting number to the three-halves power.
Table 1 gives the average specific gravity of each width
of joint and the corresponding correction factor computed as
above. These correction factors simply mean that the wood
used In the Joints of a particular width Is so many times as
strong as the wood Qs«d In the joints ^ Inches wide*
TabU 1
Correction Factors for Joints by Width
Width No* of samples Average Corree-
of from which specific specific tlon
joint gravity was determined gravity factor
1
2
3
4
I
32
32
31
32
32
34
33
35
0.47:^5
0.4772
0.5159
0.4951
0.4969
O.5n6o
0.5026
0.4697
1.012
1.028
1.156
1.0fl7
1.090
1.125
1.112
1.000
The average of the sctual and corrected unit strengths
of each group of Joints is given In Table 2. The value for
the corrected average unit strength of each group was found
by dividing the sctusl average unit strength of Mch group
by the correction factor given for the width of the group In
Joint
group
Ho,
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
31
32
33
34
35
36
I?
41
42
43
44
'j
il
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Tftbl« 2
Corrected Av®r«g« Strength of Joint Groups
Actual
average
atr<»ngth
of group
Ib/sq.ln,
690.1
10$B.8
1017.5
671.2
741.5
620.3
701.4
666.2
658.1
918.1
1021.8
624.1
778.4
737.8
711.1
642.0
745.6
891.4
815.?
755.0
602.4
620.4
745.0
817.4
1053.1
745.6
924.8
686.1
747.8
651.9
Corrected
average
•trength
of group
Ib/aq.ln,
690.1
1046.2
1005.4
66-^.2
7-^2.7
613.4
§92-1
65^.3
640.2
893.1
995.9
607.1
757.2
717.7
691.7
624.5
630.8
738.8
647.6
771.1
705.3
653.1
521.1
536.7
685.4
752.0
968.8
6«5.9
850.8
611.2
687.9
599.7
Joint
group
Ho.
51
52
51
54
55
56
57
58
61
62
P64
65
66
6
6
71
72
73
74
7I
81
82
P84
85
86
8
8
/ictufll
average
strength
of group
Ih/sq.in.
1021.7
770.8
729.2
760.8
845.4
670.0
721.6
485.8
757.7
873.9
908.6
980.0
734.3
685.8
656.2
646.0
976.9
796.5
906.6
690.2
675.6
840.7
766.7
653.9
637.3
584.6
731.6
863.5
825.8
730.4
721.2
550.2
Corrected
average
8tr<»ngth
of group
Ib/sq.in.
937.3
707.2
668.9
698.0
775.6
614.7
662.0
445.7
673.5
776.8
807.6
871.1
652.7
609.6
583.3
574.2
878.5
716.'
815.3
620.7
607.5
756.0
689.5
588.0
627.3
584.6
731.6
863.5
82?.8
730.4
721.2
550.2
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Table 1.
Sfirlatlon of xmlt strength with alzc of lotnt
The corrected average nnlt strengths of the joints given
in Table 2 indicate that glue area lone has little effect on
the unit strength of glued joints. For example, joints 34,
43, 62, and 26 all had the saim area bat the average unit
strengths of these joints were 891.4, 1053.1, 073.9 and 737.8
psi respectively.
In an attempt to shov the relationship brtween unit
strength and width of joint and unit strength and length
of joint, the corrected data in Table 2 wer^» us«»d to plot
the graphical presentations shown In Figures 29 and 30,
Unfortunately these graphs are not particularly enlighten-*
ing although Figure 30 does seem to indicate a general de*
crease in unit strength with increase In length of Joint.
Because of this difficulty in interpreting the results the
data were subjected to a statistical analysis.
Statistical analyaia
Throughout the statistical analysis the following desig
nations werp useds
u « unit strength In psl
u • estimate of unit strength in psi
* • width of joint in inches
t400
8 200
100
0
•- r LENGTH
A- T LENGTH
o-3"LENGTH
A-4'^ LENGTH
• - 5'' LENGTH
• -6''LENGTH
©-7* LENGTH
0-8* LENGTH
2 3
WIDTH OF JOINT-INCHES
FIG29 EFFECT OF WIDTH OF JOINT ON
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NOT
EACH POINT REPRE
SENTS AVERAGE
UNIT STENGTH OF A
GROUP OF ZO JOINTS
7 .8
UNIT STRENGTH
§400
U 300
200
100
0
•-r^WIDTH
A-WIDTH
0-a^^WICTH
^-4\NWIDTH
1-S^^WIDTH
•-e^^WIDTH
©-r^WIDTH
0-8^WIDTH
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NOTE;
EACH POINT REPRE
SENTS AVERAGE
UNIT STRENGTH OF
A GROUP OF 20
JOINTS.
3 4 5 6
LENGTH OF JOINT-INCHES
FIG.30 EFFECT OF LENGTH OF JOINT ON UNIT
8
STRENGTH.
•So
il s length of Joint In Inches
0 s specific gravity of the wood
§.lWPlg linear regression eotistlnns. The corrected aver
age unit strengths of Table 2 vere used to obtain slmTsle
linear regression equations of the effect of Won u for esch
It aid of the effect of Ii on u for each W, The equstions so
found Here plotted and »re shown granhlcally in Figures 31
and 32. Referring to Figure ?1 It can be seen that the effect
of T!ldth on the unit strength of glued Joints Is not determi
nate by means of simple linear regressions. On the other
hand, Figure 32 shows s definite relationship between length
of Joint and unit strength, I.e., a decrease in unit strength
with sn Increase In length of Joint.
Since each of the lines plotted In these graphs were
fitted to only 8 points, any test of the significance of the
regressloB coefficients would not be sensitive. Time did not
permit treatment of the 20 points obtained for esch group
of Joints. Such treatment of the data Is contenplated at a
later date In addition to Investigation of a possible curvi
linear relation between u and Lwhich seems to be indicated
by the graphs of Figure 30.
Jlnear regreaaion order to obtain
a significant Indication of the effects of width of Joint
and length of Joint on unit strength » multiple linear re
gression equation of u on S, L, and C was fitted to the data
by the method of least squares; the equation Is
1000
900
to
a.-
X
H
O
Z
UJ
a.
H
cn
800
700
b 600
500
400
75'1.9 ~A.2 W
• -r LENGT
A - 2"LENGTH
O- 3"LENGTH
A-4"LENGTH
• - 5" LENGTH
• - e'^LENGTH
O- 7"LENGTH
Q- 8"LENGTH
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2 3 4 5 6 7
WIDTH OF JOINT IN INCHES
FIG.31 SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSIONS SHOWING EFFECT
OF WIDTH OF JOINT ON UNIT STRENGTH.
I- 70011
•- I"WIDTH
A-2^'WIDTH
o- 3^^WIDTH
A - 4" WIDTH
- 5" WIDTH
• - 6" WIDTH
®- 7"W1DTH
Q - 8^^WIDTH
UL 703.7-
3 4 5 6
LENGTH OF JOINT IN INCHES
FIG.32 UNEAR REGRESSIONS SHOWING EFFECT
OF LENGTH OF JOINT ON UNIT STREMGTH-
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u s -o,375» - 27.4171. -» 158.4450 ^ 825.385
Actual avftr&g* unit strengths of th« Joints were U8«d in th«
determination of this expression. Strength variAtions of the
vood were aeeoimted for by InclndinK the average specific
gravity of each joint group in the calculations,
Referrim? to the equation. It can be seen thst the par
tial regression coefficients of u on W, L, and 0 give In turn
the change In u per unit change of W, L, or 0. Notice the
regression coefficients of W snd L are negative while 0 is
positive. This ?r^eans that u decreases with increases In ^
and L and Increases with increases of 0. Thus the equation
seems logical since ve have already noticed a decrease in
unit strength vith increases in length of joint and we would
certainly estpect an increase in unit strength T?ith an increase
in specific gravity of the wood.
The partial regression coefficients in standard measure
ares
Wu. IC s -0.0670
P, tu. WO s -0.4897
° On. WI. • 0.0532
An axplnnatlon of the auhserlpts Is given by the following
examples ^*Wu. 10 partial regression coefficient
of W on u holding L and G constant. As these coefficients
are in standard units of reasure they are directly comparable.
It is seen then th^t is about 8 times as large as the
other two, hence length Is of more importance In predicting a
*84*.
than W or G.
A t-test 1TOS med« on the 3 partial r«gres8lon eo%tf±»
elants. Th« t-valu«s arei t » 0,5977, 4,l6o6, and 0.4720
fo*" *'Wu.IO» '^lu.WO' '^ou.WI. respectively. Only
was significant and It was highly significant (36,p,
34-9)# This means thnt thpre Is evidence of « realUnear rela
tion between u and Zf in the population of *hich the data of
this study are a sample.
Multiple R, i.e., the correlation between the observed
unit strengths and the predicted unit strengths from the mul
tiple regression equation was found to be R s 0.5022. Accord
ing to Snedecor (36,p.351) this R is highly signlfleant. This
means that there is a real linear correlation in the popula
tion between the actual unit strengths and the unit strengths
determined fro® such a linear equation.
The simple correlation coefficients of u with W, L, and
G ares
z —0.0624
^Xai = -'^•^955
Tqu • 0.1011
Notice that r^^ is much larger than the other two. Again we
find that the relation Is mainly between u and L, There is
little difference between this slmr^le and the multiple R.
The results of the statistical analysis varmnt the fol
lowing deductions?
1, The over-all size of a glue Joint tes little effect
on its unit strength.
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2. The width, length and specific gravity of the wood
all influence the unit strength of glued joints, however, the
influence of width of joint and specific gravity are small In
comparison to the influence of length of joint,
Photo-Flastic Models
Qenral
The results of the photo--elastic tests are shown In
Figures 331 35* and 36.
Before proceeding with the analysis of the results it is
necessary to define several terms used In photo-elastlclty,
Isoclinic line^ An isoclinic line is the locus of
points at which the principal stresses in a model all have an
inclination 0 to a fixed direction of reference. The angle
0 being the angle which the axes of the i^olsrlzer and analyzer
make with the fixed direction.
Fringe line. The rrlng«> line is the locus of nolnts
where thp difference betwpen the prlnclnal stresses Is the
same. Tn photo-elastic nodels the fringe pattern shows up
critical T)olnts and sections.
Direction of principal stresses and shears in model
Figure 33 («)$ (h), (c), (d), and (e) show the isocllnie
-86.
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(a) 90 Isoclinics,
Load 4 02,
("b) 90° Isoclinics,
Load 3 lbs, 4
oz*
(c) 900 Isoclinics
and Fringe Lines,
Load 6 lbs, 4 oz.
(d) 30® Isoclinics
and Fringe Lines,
Load 6 lbs, 4 oz.
(e) 45° Isoclinics
and Fringe Lines,
Load 6 lbs, 4 oz.
Fig. 33. Development of Isoclinics and Fringe
Lines in Photo-Klastic Model.
/I #
• #
(a) 90® Isocllnics, Load
8 oz«
ft
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(b) 90° Isocllnics and Fringe
Lines, Load 3 Its. 8 02.
(c) 90O Isocllnics and Fringe (d) 45° Isocllnics and Fringe
Lines, Load 7 lbs, 8 oz. Lines, Load 7 lbs, o oz.
Fig. 34. BevelOT^ment of Isocllnics and Fringe Lines In
Non-Unlformly Loaded Photo-Flastlc Model.
(a) 90^ Isocllnlcs, Load
1 lb, 8 oz.
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(b) Quarter Wave Plate In
serted Showing Develop
ment of Fringe Lines for
a Load of I8 lbs, 8 oz»
Fig. 35. Bevelonment of Isoclinics and Fringe Lines in
Large Photo-Flastlc Model.
I .' .1
(a) 90^, No Load on Model (b) 90^, Model Under Load
of 14 lbs, 8 02.
Fig. 36. Photo-Elastic Picture of Glued Model.
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llnes and fringe patterns for one of the models. This mod«l
was chosen for pnalysls since synimetrlcRl patterns were pro
duced. The other models produced patterns unsuitable for
analrsis because of difficulties In loading them correctly.
Figures 33 (a), (b) and (c) show the 90® Isoclinic lines for
loads of 4 OS., 3 lb». ^ ^ lb. 4- oz. respectively.
In addition, Figure 33 <e) shows the beginning of the fringe
pattern at the top and bottom of the iMaginary glue line.
In Figures 33 (d) and (e) the 30® and 45*^ Isoclinics are
shown for « load of 6 lbs. 4 oz. The isoclinics wa are in
terested in in this anj^lysls are indicated In the Figures by
the nrrows marked 1 pnd 2. The fringe lines are marked by
the nrrows numbered 3» 4, and 5*
For clarity the isoclinics marked 1 and 2 are shown
diagramatlcally In Figure 37 with small elements placed
along the lines to indicate the directions of the principal
stresses. The Isocllnie down the center of the model is for
90®. ThereforeI the compresslve forces act along this line
and the tensile forces at right angles to It. Taking the
small element A c out and enlarging it in (C) of Figure 37,
we have the compresslve forces Indicated by vectors marked
Q and tensile forces by vectors marked F. The marlmua shears
in the element occur at 45® to the principal stresses and
are Indicated by the vectors and isoclinic lines
do not show the magnitude of stress but only their direc
tion, however, from mechanics we know that at free boundaries
the principal stresses are i^rallel
(A)
ISOCLINIC ^^
LINE 5
La
-90-
-HO-
r
I AC
(B)
7F
ISOCLINIC
LINE
\
T
La
a
XX
Q
(c;
\^S|
'Ngo'
SHOWING DIRECTION OF PRINCIPAL STRESSES
AND SHEARS ALONG ISOCLINIC LINES OF PHOTOELASTIC MODEL
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and normal to the boundary, and the latter Is equal to sero.
From the 90® Isoollnlo down the center of the model, there*
fore, It is possible to verify the assumption that tensile
forces caused splitting of the 2-lnch member in the actual
joints. At the bottom of the Isocllnlc Is a free boundary
and the eompressive stress Is normal to this boundary and
e<iuaX to zero; on the other hand, the tensile stress Is paral
lel to the boundary and of maximum magnitude. Just the
opposite occurs at the nolnt of load application, here the
co^wresslve stress is a maximum and the tensile stress Is a
minimum.
Referring now to the Isocllnlc i^long the Imaginary glue
line. This is a 30® line, consequently the principal stresses
act at 30® and 60® to the glue line and the maximum shears at
15° and 75° to the glue line. The direction of these stresses
may be seen clearly from the small element A A which is en
larged in (A) of Plf^ure 37. From this isocllnlc then it is
evident that the shear developed In the glue line is somewhat
less than the maximum shears occurring In this portion of the
model. In Figure 33 (d) the 30® Isocllnlc appears on only onft
side of the model. If the polarizing disk and analyzer disk
rere rotated 6n®, the isocllnlc ^^•ould appear on the other side
of the model.
From the fringe lines it is possible to determine the
critical sections in the model. As stated before, the fringe
lines are shown in Figures 33 (c), (d), and (e) by the
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nnmberAd arrows A, and 5. Notice that these fringe lines
start at the upper and lower ends of tho glue line indicating
that stres<te8 are maTlmum st these points. Fringe lines are
distinguishable from isocllnlcs ps they appear st nil posi
tions of the polarizer and analyzer disks. Note that the
fringe lines In Figure (d) are partly obscured by the
Isoclinle line blending In with them.
The fact that the extreme ends of the glue line are cri
tical stress points proves there is uneven stress distribu
tion along the glue line thus accounting for variation of
unit strength with changes in sise of glued Joints,
Figures 34 and 35 show 2 other models under load,
Notice the evidence of non-uniform load distribution across
the tops of the models shown. It can readily be seen fhy
these models 'were unsuitable for analysis, however, they do
emphasize the critical points in the glue line indicating
again that the extreme ends of the glue line nre the points
of maylmum stress, Tn each Figure frlngp lines originate at
the top and bottom of the glue line. Figure 35 (b) is of
particular Interest because quarter-wave plptes were inserted
to obtain the pattern shown. The qu?-rter-wave plates remove
all Isocllnlcs leaving only fringe lines. Notice that all
of the fringe lines emanate frc»B the ends of the glue line.
In Figure 36 (a) the photo-el^^stic picture of the glued
iBodel is shown. There is no load on the model. Figure 36 (b)
shows the same model subjected to r load of 14 lbs. 3 os.
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Th«fl« plettxr^s help to explain some of the variations In
strength occurring emong glued Joints of the same slse. Ob
viously there Is no such thing r>s a perfect glue Joint since
evidence Is produced here thPt glue tends to bond Intermit
tently along the glue line. It is to be expected then that
strength differences will exist between supposedly Identical
glued Joints not only because of moisture ^nd density differ
ences of tha vood, but also because of unevenneas of glu«
bonding.
Strain Qages on Actual Olued Joints
gtnwr^I
The results of the tests on 3 Joints are shovii graphl-
celly In Flpures 38, 39» and 40,
I>lgtrlbutlon of strain along ylue line
Figures 38 and 39 show the distribution of strains along
the glue line for various loadings applied to 2 different
sized Joints* While the graphs show strain versus glue line
lengths I it la possible to consider the curves as represent
ing a qualitative view of the magnitude of the shears along
the glue line. The reason for such an assumption Is that the
•train gages were actually attached to both the ?-lnch and
1-lnch members of the Joint* As a result the strains recorded
by the gages were the strains produced close to the glue line
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STRAiN - Micro iNC^EIS/lNCr!
0 500 7S0 1000 12S0 'SOO i7«iO 200C
I
\
riG.38CURVES SHOWING DiSTRIBUflON OF STRAINS ALONG
GlUE LINE length FOR VARIOUS LOADINGS
APPLIED TC A JOINT 4" WIDE AND 8" LONG.
2^0
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STRAIN-MICRO INCHES/INCH.
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riG40CURVES SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF COMPRESS/VE
5TRAJNS IN l '^AND2''MEMBERS OF A JOINT 4^ WIDEJ^LONG
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In "both the 2-Inch and I-Inch meBibers. If It yitrm not for
th« glue, the surfaces of the 2 members would slide pnst one
another, therefore, since the thin sections along the glue
line moved tofr^ther slippage had to be resisted by shear forces
in the glue line equal to the ifood fibre stres«?e8 on either
side of the flued surfaces.
The Ideal curve would appear similar to the 70,0nn
lb. curve In Figure However, because of the variations
in wood and the possibility thnt slight sllnpage between wood
fibres occurred, moat of the curves were someifhat erratic,
nevertheless the trend of the curves verified the photo-
dastio analysis in that stress is a maximum at the ends of
the glue line and a minimum at the middle.
Platrlbntlon of coaprcsslv^ atralna In 2-lnch
and 1-lnch menibprs of joints
Figure 4-0 shows the distribution of strain along the
center lines of the 2-lnch and 1-inch Joint members for var
ious loadings* The ordinate of the curves shows the strain
readings from the top of the Joint down. At each loading,
therefore, it will be noticed that In the 2-ineh member the
compresslve strain is a maximum nt the top and tapers to
zero at the bottom. Just the reverse is true of the 1-inch
members. Such distribution Is loglcfil since It Is to be
expected that strain would be maximum st the loading points
of both members.
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It must be remembered thet the strain curves represent
the strains along the vertical eenter lines of the members and
not across their entire section* It has already been shown
that the strfilns in both members along the glue line are quite
different than those shown in Figure 40, The latter curves
illustrate the rate nt which one member transmits internal
stresses to the other member• It Till be noticed that the
maTlmum transfer of strain occurs at both ends of the glue
line. Therefore the shearing forces In the glue line must be
mBTimum at these points. Actually the difference In strnln
betTfeen the 2 members at any point gives an indication of the
relative magnitude of the shear in the glue line at that point,
Theoretically then, the point where the 1-inch and 2--inch
curves eross should be a point of zero shear in the glue line.
Such a condition probably never occurs, however, because of
slight slippage either In the glue line or In the wood fibres.
Distribution of strains In the members of the joints
should be similar to the curves for the 10,000 lb« load. The
erratic curves for the 2-lnch m<»mber for loads above 10,000
lbs, most likely is the result of the str?*ln gagp at the top
of the member being defective or Improperly bonded to the
vood.
The shear pattern developed In glued Joints exnlains the
decrease In unit strength vlth an increase in length of joint.
When length is added to a joint, glue area Is added that never
becomes stressed to Its naTlaun, consequently unit strength
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decreases. With an Increase In width of Joint unit strength
Is affected very little since the added area will be stressed
close to the maTlsum shear strength of the glue.
Joints Subjected to Torsion Loads
The results of th^ torsion-lond tests ere given In Table
3* Reference to this table readily shovs the poor performsnce
to be expected when nails alone are used to fasten n Joint to
a stud. The best nailed Joint failed at a load of only 444
lbs. with a deflection of 9.90 inches. Because of the eblllty
of nailed Joints to continue to carry some load until com
pletely palled apart, it was necessary to consider them as
having failed when their load-carrying capacity re;;ched a max
imum and then decreased.
The best nulled and braced Joint had a maxlmura load-
carrying capacity of 1782 lbs. ^Ith a deflection of 7.75 Inches.
The average strength of these Joints was 1646 lbs. at a de
flection of 6.71 inchps.
The Joints made Tlth six lOd nails and glue had a maxi
mum strength of 1370 lbs. and a mlnlmura strength of 740 lbs.
Deflections of the high and loi^ strength joints were 0.56
Inches and 0,68 Inches respectively. The average strength of
this group was 1135 lbs. with a deflection of 0.58 inches. It
will be noted above and In other cases that the largest
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Table 3
Maxlmtuii Loadings end Deflections of Joints
Subjected to Torsion Iiosds
Joint Tyne of tond at Deflection WaTlmum Load
No. Joint Failure at Failure After Failure
(lbs.)* (In. r (lbs.)
1 nailed 444 9.90 376
2 nailed 402 8.18 •^84
3 nailed 340 6.82 •^02
4 nailed 408 6.20 394
Av. 404.0 8.03 372.4
I
9
10
nailed
nailed
nailed
nailed
nailed
4 braced
A braced
A braced
A braced
A brnced
AV,
1552
1510
1656
1732
1782
1464.0
6.08
5.12
5.91
8.70
7.75
6.71
1366
1500
1652
164 J
1708
1574.0
11
12
13
14
Glued
Glued
Glued
Glued
1160
740
1270
1370
0.52
0.68
0.54
0.56
236
210
270
154
Av. 1135.0 0.58 217.5
15 31-lOd nails A
glued
2260 1.00 1234
16
17
18
19
20
Glued A braced
Glued A braced
Glued A braced
Glued A braced
Glued A braced
2650
1950
4*^00
3700
2700
0.52
0.46
1.10
0.92
0.88
1918
1934
1975
19?B
1770
Av. 3(^0.0 0.78 1907.0
21
22
2-i" bolts A glued 2000
2-^" bolts A plued 1950
0.76
0.66
1728
1500
Av. 1975 0.71 1614.0
23
24
25
4--J-" bolts A glued 2750
4-t" bolts A glued 2500
4--J-" bolts A glued 2400
Av. 2550.0
1.20
1.50
1.26
1.32
1300
1590
1760
1550.0
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Table 3 (Continued)
* Ffilltire of nailed Joints assumed vhen load-carrying capa<
city began to decrease,
Measured at a point 40,5 inches from center of Joint*
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d«fl«ctlons did not always occur In those joints that h»d
the maximum strength. This may be eyplplned hy •arlfltlons
In the modulus of elssticity of the wood used in the v??rlous
joints bthA by poor glue bonds such as those Illustrated In
Figures 41 and 45,
Joint number l5f *hlch was made vlth thirty-one lOd
nails and glue^ failed at 2260 lbs* with a deflection of 1
inch. The high strength of this Joint was the result of an
excellent glue bond, particularly around the outside edges
of the joint where the stresses the grept^st. Reference
to Figure 43 shows the high riercentage of wood failure, which
Is Indicative of a pood glue bond, that occurred when the
Joint was tested to failure. The fact that "^1 nails were
used accounts for the eTcentlonally good bond since they held
all portions of the Joint in close contact during the settlz^
time of the glue.
The glued and braced Joints averaged ?060 lbs, with a
deflection of 0,7S inches. These Joints were far superior
In strength and rigidity to all Joints tested under torsion
loads.
The joints made with two i^-lnch bolts nnd glue sver&ged
1975 lbs. Those made with four -J^lnch bolts were the
strongest of the non-braced Joints and ©verpged 2550 lbs.
Average deflections at failure were 0,71 inches for the former
and 1,:^2 inches for the latter. The test results of the group
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Fig, 4-1. Glued Joint Showing Poor Glue
Bond at Outer Fdges.
•.y
T"
Fig, 42. Glued and Braced Joint Showing
Poor Glue Bond Over Entire
Area.
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1^1^ Vv.-'V:
•^>SKvxl,
•••aiittaiteaiMMH
Fig. 43. Glue Joint Showing Excellent
Glue Bond,
Fig. 44. Bolted-Glued Joint Under Load
of 1880 lbs.
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of Joints Indicate that boltecl-glued joints are superior to
nailwS-glued joints. This is not surprising since bolts are
capable of applying a greater pressure to the glue line th^n
is possible vlth nails. In nddition, if the pieces composing
a joint are slightly varped, continued tightening of the bolts
draivs the surfaces into close contact.
Illustrated in FigtD*e 44 is the relatlTely snail deflec
tion that occurs in glued joints under load. A plunb bob was
placed along one edge of the joist member ss rasy be seen from
close examination of the picture. The joint shown was loaded
to 1880 lbs. The slight deflection th^t did occtnr at this
lo^d occurred along the upper portion of the joist. No de
flection or rotation was apparent at the joint itself. The
line appearing close to the lover-left edge of the joist la
caused by the shadow of the plumb line since the flash bulb
was held to the left when the picture was taken. The position
of the plostb bob in the lower oortlon of the picture shows
that the plumb llm was in line with the joist prior to load*
Ing the joint.
With the erce^tlon of the nailed-glued joints, all of
the glued joints continued to carry greater loads even after
failure than joints of the same type made i^lth nails only.
The substantial strength of thpse glued joints after failure
nay be erplained by the fact that glued joints using nails
or bolts for pressure application to the glue line become
simply nailed or bolted joints after failure, bat with one
-10^;.
iaportant difference. Frlctlonfll resistance between the sur
faces In contact is increased hy thp *ood fibres thPt sre
polled loose when the glued surfaces fall. This Increased
resistance adds to the strength of the Joints, In the case
of the nalled-glued Joints it mast be remembered that they
were constructed with only 6 nails while the nailed joints
contained 8 nails. Therefore, no direct comunrlsons can be
made between these two groups In regard to load-carrying capa
city after failure,
In these tests no 9ttemT>ts were made to calculate moments
and str'^sses. Thp tpsts were made for the exnress purpose of
comparing the str<»ngth and rigidity characteristics of nailed
Joints and glued Joint. To mfika the conparlsons, lofld-
deflectlon readings, for loads up to 2^00 lbs. and deflections
up to 1 liujh, of the high and low strength Joints of each
group were plotted and are shown In Figure 4?. These curres
are discussed below.
Load-deflectIon characterlstlc» of nulled lotnf
Thp nailed Joints rill be discussed under two headings!
(1) non-braced nulled Joints and (2) nailed and brpced Joints,
T^on-braced nailed .lolnts. Reference to Figure 45 indi
cates that the load-deflection characteristics of nailed
Joints under torsion loads «re: (1) r<?latlvely low load-
carrying capacities and (2) large deflections. There Is little
or no rigidity in Joints of this type. In all oases ttw Joints
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rotated and this rotation accounted for ell of the deflection
measm*ed by the defleetometer* This lacV of rigidity of the
nslled Joints was emphasised by their Inability to retnrn to
their orlplnal position after the load was removed,
Wpllad and teacad iolnt». The addition of bracing to
nailed Joints resulted in a strength Increase of arproxlmfttely
4- times that of non-braced Joints. Also for the same amount
of deflection the braced Joints carried much higher loflds.
Nevertheless, slight Increnses in lond resulted in relatively
Iftrge Increases In deflection of the Joints. There was little
indication of rigidity since most of the deflection was caused
by rotation of the Joint members. Figure 46 shows the large
deflection that oecurred In one of the nailed and braced
Joints tested.
Load-deflection characteristics of glued joints
The glued Joints will be discussed under the following
three headlngsi (1) nalled-glued Joints, (2) bolted-glued
Joints, pnd (3) glued snd braced Joints.
Wailed-glued joints. The nailed-glued Joints are repre
sented in Figure 4-5 by the curves mnrked ""Glued" end "31-lOd
nails and Glued", It Is apparent from the slope of these
curves up to the point of failure that the nalled-glued Joints
were aach stlffer than either type of nailed Joint, The max*
Imnn strength of those nalled-glued Joints that contained
-108-
Fig, 46. Nailed and Braced Joint After
Testing,
Fig, 47. Glued and Braced Joint After
Testinp to Failure.
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only 6 nails was, however, considerably less than that of the
nailed and braced joints (see Table This was not so with
the glui»d joint containing ?1 nnilsj it vas both stronger airf
stiffer than the nailed and braced joints. Deflection of the
nnil«3-glued joints vtas the result of deform?'tlon of the stud
and joist members only since no rotation of these members
aronnd the center of the joint was observed.
Bolted^glned ioints. The curves for bolted-glued Joints
•how still greater increases in both rigidity and load-
carrying capacity. While the use of 4 bolts results in a
stronger joint there is apparently little Increase in rigidity
over those glued joints containing only 2 bolts.
Qlued and braced .lolnts,. High strength and rigidity
were chRracteristlc of the glued ^nd braced joints. The steep
slope of the curves for these joints show large increases In
load with correspondingly smnll increases in deflection. No
rotation of the joints occurred prior to failure and sll de
flection was the result of deformation in the 2 members com
posing the joint. This lack of rotation in all the glued
joints tested Indicates that they aDproach the conditions of
rigid-fixed joints. Nailed joints, on the other hand, rotate
and aprtroach the conditions of hinged joints. Figure 4>7
shows a glued and braced joint after failure. By comparing
Figures 46 and 47 the much greater deflections occurring in
nailed joints under load are immedlPtely apparent. Recalling
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that Figure 47 shons r fined ^nd braced Joint after failure
mnkes the compArlson even greater since the majority of the
deflection shown resulted from rotation of the members after
failure of the glued surfaces.
Glued Joints Subjected to Fatigue Stresses
The results of the fatigue tests are given In Tpble 4,
Joints of Group A are not Included In this Table because, as
mentioned rtrevlously, th^?se joints fslled Immediately upon
starting the fatigue testing machine.
Table 4
Results of Fatigue Tests
Group Joint Deflection*
Ho. (inches)
B
B
B
B
6
B
B
B
B
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
No. of
Fatigue
Cycles
257,755
272,130
270,720
276,-560
277,770
.?i6,075
282,000
274,030
Average - 278,974
Maxltimm Static
Load After
Fatigue Cycles
(Iba.)
1150
1075
m
510
872
4*^5
420
530
667.4
♦This deflection subjected the Joints to a loed of approri*
mately 400 lbs.
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Qltwd .lolnts 9Mb.1eet«>d to fatlgqe loaaa close to waTlama
static loads
From the torsion load t#sts joints of this type rmre
found to hp capahlp of carrying an average load close to 1200
lbs. Joints of Group A vere deflected 0.375 Inches v-hlch sub
jected therr to loads approxlmntlnp IW^ lbs. Therefore the
Joints vere fatigue loaded very close to their raaxlmum load-
carrying capacity under static conditions. The fact that this
group of Joints all failed before they could be subjected to
more than 1 fatigue cycle warrants the follov?ing deductions
static-load tests are not a satisfactory criterion of the be
havior of glued Joints subjected to fntigue stresses*
Glued lolnts subiected to fr-tlgue loads Ipss than
aayimUM static loads
Since a deflection of 0.125 Inches produced a load of
approKiraately 400 lbs. on the Joints of Group B, the joints
of this group vere fatigue loaded only to about one-third of
their maylmum load-carrying capacity under static conditions.
Of the 9 Jolntstested ? of the"* Indicated complete fellure of
th^> glue area after completion of the fatigue cycle. The
remfllnder of the Joints were still capable of carrying static
loads after fatigue stressing that vere greater than the
load-carrying capacity of joints made with nails only.
The low performance of soaa of the Joints tested vas not
wholly the result of the glue areas falling during the fatigue
-112-
stresalng oyoles. Prior to testing several of the 2-lnoh x
10-lzu!h members of the joints varped considerably. This
varpage prodoeed splitting In the members and caused some
failure In the glue line.
Figure 48 shows the wogress of a failure crack along
one edge of a glue joint. In most cqs«s this fracture line
Has limited to the thick glue be?id that was forced out of the
plue Tine when the joint vas constructed, fuch cracks
developed almost immedlntely in all joints and did not filways
Indicate failure of the entire joint.
While the fatigue tests were not extensive and therefore
not conclusive the results do seem to Indicate that the fatigue
limit of glued joints may be as low as one-fourth to one-third
the static limit of the joints.
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C0RCUJ5I0HS
Joints With Varying 01u<» Arena and With Grain
of Mf^nbprs Pnrallpl
1. The unit strength of a glued Joint varies itlth It#
size,
2. The influence of length of Joint on the unit strength
of glued joints la approximately 8 times as great as that of
fridth of joint or specific gravity of the wood (see page 83),
3. An iiMsrease In length of joint results in a decrease
in th<s unit strength of glued joints.
4. An Increase in the sp^'ciflc gravity of the wood used
to construct glued joints results In Joints of hlpher strenp^th,
5. Th# unit strength of flued joints may predicted
from the following equations
u » -0,375^ - 27.417L * 158.445G R25.3B5
where u s unit strength in psl, W = width of joint In Inches^
L s length of joint in inches, and 0 a specific gravity of the
wood,
6. Allowing a safety factor of at least 2, a length of
5 inches for any width of glued joint from 1 inch to 8 inches
will permit design of the Joints on a basis of an allowable
compressive stress of 17'^n psl for Bouglas Kir, The stresses
in the glue line may be neglected when using the above allow*-
able working stress for joints 5 Inches In length or greater.
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7. An InerMs* In length of Joint beyond 5 Inches serYes
only to Inerease the safety faetor of a glued Joint since the
allowable eompresaive working stress of Douglas Fir does not
permit design loads which would result In high shearing
stresseft In the glue lln#.
8. For glued Joints less than 5 Inches In lengthy an
allowable glue line sh*?arlnF stress of 200 psl will provide a
safety fnetor of 2 or above,
9. The load applied to glued Joints Is not distributed
uniformly ov?*r the glu^ area.
10» Sh^^sr stresses In glued Joints «re r maximum at
points closest to the epplientlon of load.
11. The results of the tests on Joints with varying glue
areas apply only tot
1. Joints made with main members hflving a
nomlnnl thickness? of 2 inchf^s nnd splice
plates having a nominal thickness of
1 Inch.
2. Joints In which thp m^in members are
subjected to direct compresslve loads.
Olued Joints SubJ(»cted to Torsion Loads
1. Glued Joints arf> superior In strength ^nd rli?idlty
to nailed Joints.
2. Bolted-glued Joints are superior to nalled-glued
Joints in strength and rigidity.
3. The greatest advantage of glued Joints over nailed
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jolnts Is stiffness. By using glne the stiffness of a joint
Is increased as muoh as 8 to 14 times,
4, The Added strength and rigidity of Joints made with
knee*braoes warrants the additionnX cost of the bracing,
5* When constructing frlued Joints that vill be sub*
Jected to torsion loads, care should be taken to obtain a
irood glue bond eround the outside edge's of the Joint, The
greatest resistance to failure of th«¥ Joints is offered by
the glued surfaces neareft the edges.
Qlued Joints Subjected to Fatigue Stresses
1. The fatigue-load limit of glued Joints is approxi
mately one-fourth to one-third of the static-load limit.
2, Static-load tests on glued Joints are not a satis
factory criterion of the behavior of the Joints under fatigue
stresses.
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BxnmKX
This study was Justified Tiy the large Investment in farm
buildings, the magnitude of farm building losses as a result
of wind, the Importance of wood as a structural raaterl^^l,
and the Inadequacy of wesent farm building construction
methods*
Previous studies of th<» use of ^lue for structural Ith-
provf^ment of farm buildings were reviewed.
Glued Joints ranging in size from 1 inch In width and
1 inch in length to 8 inches in width end 8 Inches In length
were constructed and tested* These tests were made to observe
the effect of slse of Joint on unit strength*
Photo-elastic models of the glued Joints were made and
tested In order to determine the causes for varlstlons In
unit strength of glued Joints with changes In size*
Strain gages were placed on actual glued Joints In order
to obtflln data th?>t could be analyzed and used to verify the
photo-elastlc analyslF,
Tests were run on glued Joints that vere subjected to
torsion loads, Acorapfjrlson v^s rnade between nailed Joints,
nsiled^glued Joints, and bolted-glued Joints. The Increases
in strength and rigidity resulting from the addition of knee
braces to the Joints were studied and discussed.
Non-braced glued Joints were subjected to completely
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reversed stresses for a nlnluniffl of 250,000 eyoles. The
fatigue load applied to one groun of Joints vns close to their
maximum losd-earrying eapeclty undf»r static conditions. A
second group of Joints w©re fatigue' loeded to approximately
one-third of their maximum static-load capacity* Prom the
results of the fatigue tests « comparison was made between
the fatlpue-lopd limit pnd the static-load limit of plued
joints.
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STOGFSTTOHS FOR FDRTHFR STUDY
It la the writer's opinion thst the full possibilities
of glued construction h?5ve hardly been realized. However, to
realize these possibilities requires a knowledge of the limi
tations as well fis the capabilities of this type of construc
tion. Therefore, several of the problems encountered during
this study are offered as possible suggestions for further
investigation. By presenting these problems it Is hoped
that those *ho continue this project will find them suffl*
clently interesting and important to be investigated.
The suggested studies pre as follows;
1. A further study of the relationshlri between
size and strength of glued Joints made by
machine pressure Instead of nail pressure
and wlthJ
a. grain of Joint members parallel
b. grain of Joint members perpendicular
The eliminptlon of eratic pressures caused
by nails should reduce somewhat the large
vari?ttlons In strength among Individual
Joints of a group as found in the present
study. Consequently the effects of size,
lengthf and width of Joints could be more
closely correlated.
2. A study to determine if strength differences
exist between flat-grain to flat-grain glued
Joints find vertical-grain to vertical-grain
glued Joints.
3. A quantitative study by photo-elastic methods
of the stresses occurring In glued Joints.
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4. Tha determination of th« coefficient of re
straint of glued Joints subjected to tOT-
slonal loads. The coefficient of restraint
mwy be defined as the relation existing be
tween the moment developed at the supports
of a uniformly loaded beam -with a constant
moment of Inertia and the mo2*ent at the
supports of the same beam if the ends were
perfectly restrained. This coefficient,
therefore, vould then be a measure of the
efficiency or effectiveness of the joint In
carrying moment,
5. A study of the effect of size of joint on the
unit strength of glued Joints subjected to
torslonal lor^ds In order to determine the
followlngi
a« the most efficient sized joint
b. the fillowsble design unit stresses
for various sized Joints.
6. A coiaprehenslve study of the endurance limit
of nail-glued Joints subjected to completely
reversed stresses to determine the ratio be
tween marlmum fatlgue-bre®klng stress and
maTlmura static-breaking stress. It is further
suggested that all nails be pulled prior to
fatigue testing to facilitate the detection of
joint failure.
7. A study of the behavior of glued Joints sub
jected to near msylmuni lo^ds for long periods.
8. A study to determine the effectiveness of glued
Joints to resist Impact lo?!ds.
9# A study to evaluate the effectivenesp of pro
tective coats of aluminum print, vprnlsh, etc.
in preventing moisture changes in the wood and
consequent warpage arri reduction In strength
of glued joints*
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